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Abstract
High performance microprocessors are promoting the development of modern
electronic devices such as smart phones and tablets. These microprocessors have stricter
requirement on the power supplies in terms of efficiency and overall size since power
supplies are directly affecting performance of microprocessors [1]. These power supplies
are directly built right next to loads and they are called Point-of-Load (POL) power
supplies.
The conventional Buck converter has been the dominant method for implementing nonisolated DC-DC POL power supplies. With the increasing demand to miniaturize the
voltage regulators for computers and telecommunication products, high power density
POL converter topologies are highly desirable in satisfying this trend. But the difficulty of
increasing power density of Buck converter makes Buck no longer to be a good candidate
for modern electronic devices. In this thesis, two topologies are proposed to address this
issue.
First of all, the Asymmetrical Three-Level (ATL) converter is proposed. ATL features
reduced voltage and doubled equivalent operating frequency on the inductor compared
with the conventional Buck and three level Buck converter [2].
Secondly, the modified Asymmetrical Three-Level (mATL) converter is proposed for
the application of high output current. The two-phase mATL converter has reduced voltage
and doubled equivalent operating frequency on each inductor compared with the two-phase
Buck converter. Also, two interleaved inductor current cancels each other to reduce output
current ripple.
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Finally, the inherent automatic inductor-current sharing mechanism of mATL converter
is demonstrated and studied. Also, a new control scheme, Negative Circulating Control
(NCC) scheme is proposed to achieve automatic inductor-current sharing in discontinuous
conduction mode. Besides, a new control scheme is proposed to extend the output voltage
range of mATL converter.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
With the rapid development of electronics technology in recent decades, many
innovated electronics devices are emerging in the consumer electronics market, such as
smartphones, tablets and smart wearable devices. These devices are evolving at a mind
boggling rate and they are changing the way we live. For example, at present, smartphones
are not only used for calling but also for surfing internet, recording videos, using Apps and
etc. High performance microprocessors and sophisticated sensors make it possible to
integrate hundreds of functions into one single phone. All of these microprocessors and
sensors have to be powered by a source like Li-ion batteries. Switched-Mode Power
Supplies make the power conversion and power management efficiently and accurately.
1.2 Introduction to Switched-Mode Power Supplies (SMPS)
Power converters are implemented to interface sources of electric energy with loads.
Among different types of power converters, SMPS have the advantages of higher
efficiency, lighter weight and smaller size. For these reasons, SMPS have applications in
various areas, such as consumer electronics devices, lighting, automobile industry and
renewable energy. By interfacing different types of input and output voltages, SMPS could
be classified as AC-DC, DC-AC, AC-AC and DC-DC converters. SMPS could be
classified as isolated and non-isolated converter as well. This “isolation” refers to the
electrical separation between input and output of the converter by using an internal
magnetic transformer.
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1.3 Point-of-Load (POL) Converters
1.3.1 Introduction to POL Converters
The non-isolated DC-DC converters directly built right next to the loads in distributed
dc power systems are called point-of-load (POL) converters [3]. POL converters are
emerging due to the change of dc power systems in computer hardware. Traditionally, a
centralized power converter is used to convert input voltage to several required regulated
voltages and then sent to individual loads in the system as shown in Fig.1.1. Due to the
bulky size, low efficiency and fixed outputs, this central power architecture has been
replaced by the Distributed Bus Architectures (DBA) as shown in Fig.1.2. In DBA, an
intermediate converter converts dc voltage to a typical lower voltage 12V and POL
converters further convert 12V down to the voltages 1V, 1.8V, 2.5V, 3.3V and 5V which
are required by different loads. In DBA, POL converters efficiently support for modern
microprocessors that require high current at very low output voltages. Moreover, POL
converters have outstanding dynamic response to rapidly changing loads. In general, two
categories of DC-DC converters could be used in the application of POL. They are PulseWidth-Modulation converters and Switched-Capacitor converters. They are described in
more details next.
Mother Board

AC-DC
Front End
Converter
ac
Line Input
85-265 Vrms

Centralized
DC Converter

1.8V Load

3.3V Load

2.5V Load

5V Load

DC-DC 1
DC-DC 2
DC-DC 3
DC-DC 4

DC
48V

Fig.1.1 Centralized Power Architecture
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Fig.1.2 Distributed Bus Architecture

1.3.2 Pulse-Width-Modulation (PWM) Converters
PWM is a common modulation technique of regulating output voltages of switching
converters. In PWM converters, the PWM controller governs the amount of power
delivered to a load by turning on and off switches and the amount of delivered power is
proportional to the “on” time of switches. The “on” time in one switching period is referred
to duty cycle. Since the energy delivered to load is not constant, an additional passive filter
like LC filter is required to store energy and smooth output voltage waveforms. The
average dc voltage delivered to the output could be controlled by varying the duty cycle.
The synchronous Buck converter in Fig.1.3 is a commonly used topology for stepping
down voltages. Two switches Q1 and Q2 turn on in a complementary way. In the ideal
condition, the output voltage of Buck converter Vout is calculated in (1.1), where D
represents duty cycle.

Vout  D Vin

3

(1.1)

VL
L

Q1
Vin

PWM
Controller

Q2

iL

C

R

Vout

Fig.1.3 Synchronous Buck Converter

1.3.3 Switched-Capacitor (SC) Converters
SC converters are only composed of switches and capacitors. Without magnetic
components inside, SC converters have extremely high power density and the power
density could reach up to 2500W/in3 [4]. As comparison, PWM converters have much
lower power density ranging in the 50-200W/ in3 range [5]. The switches in SC converters
change the interconnection of capacitor networks periodically. During this operating, each
capacitor is charged or discharged. In this way, the input voltage can be stepped down
directly to the output voltage [6]. Since SC converters have fixed duty cycle, the output
voltages are only depending on the inherent capacitor networks in converters. Fig.1.4
shows an example of SC converters, the SC Voltage Divider. Switches Q1 and Q3 are on
in the first half of period; switches Q2 and Q4 are on in the second half of period. In the
first half of period, C1 and C2 are connected in series with the input. During the second
half of period, C1 and C2 are connected in parallel. Based on this configuration of capacitor
network, this converter can only output half of the input voltage, so it is called Voltage
Divider.
4

Q1

Q2
Q3

C1

Vin
Q4

C2

Vout

Fig.1.4 SC Voltage Divider

1.4 Motivation
With the increasing demand to miniaturize the voltage regulators for computers and
telecommunication products, high power density POL converters are highly desirable in
satisfying this trend. The conventional Buck converter mentioned in Section 1.3.2 has been
the dominant method for implementing non-isolated DC-DC POL power supplies. But the
inductor of Buck converter occupies a large portion converter's space and its size and
weight is difficult to reduce with the use of existing magnetic materials. The SC converters
in Section 1.3.3 can significantly reduce the size of converter and improve power density
as no magnetic components are used in converters. However SC converters have low
flexibility of controlling voltage gain since the output voltages of SC converters are only
decided by capacitor networks once SC topology is fixed. Accordingly, PWM and SC
converters are not proper candidates for POL application.
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1.5 Objectives
With the requirement of high power density and limited space on the mother board, POL
converters must be much smaller than in the past. As mentioned in Section 1.3, SC
converters have outstanding power density but their output voltages are restricted by
topologies. PWM converters can achieve output voltage fine-tuning, but the utilization of
magnetic component consumes large footprint of converters. This thesis combines
advantages of both PWM and SC converters, and proposed two novel topologies to achieve
the following objectives:
1. Improve POL converter power density by adopting smaller inductors.
2. Achieve current sharing between two phases of proposed topology for high
output current application.
3. Extend output voltage level of the three level DC-DC converter topology.
1.6 Thesis Outline
This thesis is organized in following chapters:
Chapter 1 gives an introduction about POL power supplies and the trend in POL power
supply miniaturization. PWM converters and SC converters are introduced and studied.
The research motivation of this thesis is established in this chapter.
Chapter 2 reviews the state-of-art technologies and methods that improved the power
density of POL converters. They are emerging power switches, magnetic integration and
three level topology.
Chapter 3 presents a proposed non-isolated topology, the Asymmetrical Three-Level
(ATL) converter in the application of POL. The factors affecting the size of inductor are
analyzed. The circuit configuration and switching sequence are fully discussed. The

6

advantages of ATL converter are described in details and a topology comparison is given.
The simulation results and the experiment results of a 12V to 1V/1A hardware prototype
demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed topology.
Chapter 4 proposes a two-phase topology, the modified Asymmetrical Three-Level
(mATL) converter. The mATL converter is proposed for high output current application.
The circuit structure and operating states are introduced. Due to the reduced number of
synchronous rectifier of each phase, the efficiency of mATL has improved. Mathematical
analysis is presented. A simulation model and hardware prototype are built to demonstrate
the advantages of the proposed topology.
Chapter 5 presents two major features of mATL converter, automatic inductor-current
sharing mechanism and extended output voltage range. A theoretical analysis is given to
illustrate the reason of the inherent inductor-current sharing mechanism in mATL. Also, a
novel control scheme, the Negative Circulating Control (NCC) is proposed to achieve
better current sharing performance in DCM operation. Moreover, a new control scheme,
the Input Voltage Boost Control (IVBC) is proposed to extend output voltage level of
mATL converter. Simulation and experiment results are given to prove the effect of NCC
and IVBC.
Chapter 6 summarizes this thesis and gives possible continuous work in the future.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature Review of POL Converter Miniaturization
2.1 Introduction
The conventional Buck converter has been the dominant method for implementing POL
converter. Fig.2.1 shows the volume ratio of components in a Buck converter, TI
TPS544C20EVM-634. The diagram shows that the inductor of Buck converter occupies a
large portion of the Buck converter’s volume. Accordingly, the overall size of Buck
converter can be reduced by the way of reducing inductor size. But with the conventional
magnetic technology, it is difficult to reduce the size and weight of Buck inductor. This
chapter analyzes the factors that deciding the inductance and core volume of inductors.
Next, several techniques of reducing the overall size of POL converter are reviewed.

9.8%

0.2%
1.8%
88.2%

Control IC

MOSFETs + Gate Driver

Inductor

Output Capacitors

Fig.2.1 Components Volume Ratio in the Buck Converter TI TPS544C20EVM-634
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2.2 Analysis of Size Reduction of Inductors
The core volume of inductors can be obtained by using Area Product Concept [7] which
is a quantitative estimation method of a core. The core volume can be calculated from (2.1)
[7], where Kv is a constant relating to volume factor, Wl is the maximum energy of inductor,
Ku represents window utilization factor of the core, Bm is the maximum flux density and Jw
is the current density in coils.

 2Wl 
Volcore  K v 

 Ku Bm J w 

3
4

(2.1)

The maximum energy stored in the inductor is (2.2), where L is inductance and i
inductor current.

Wl 

1 2
Li
2

(2.2)

Substitute (2.2) into (2.1), the core volume is derived in (2.3).
3

Volcore

 Li 2  4
 Kv 

 Ku Bm J w 

(2.3)

As shown in (2.3), the core volume is related by L, Kv, Ku, Bm and Jw. For the given
design specification, the value of L is decide by converter topology. Kv, Ku, Bm and Jw are
decided by magnetic materials and core shapes.
2.2.1 Reduction of Inductance
In Chapter 1, Fig.1.3 shows a synchronous Buck converter. When Q1 is on, the inductor
current flowing from Vin supplies output current and charges output capacitor C. The
electric energy is converted to magnetic energy and stored in the inductor LB. When Q1 is
off and Q2 is on, inductor current is freewheeling and the energy stored in LB is released.
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Fig.2.2 shows the waveform of inductor current iL in the continuous conduction mode
(CCM). IL represents dc current of inductor. ∆ip-p is the peak-to-peak current ripple of
inductor.

iL

IL
∆ ip-p

-Vin
L

DTs

Vout-Vin
L

Ts

t

Fig.2.2 Buck Converter Inductor Current Waveform in CCM

The relation between inductor current iL and inductor voltage VL is shown in (2.4).

VL  L

diL
dt

(2.4)

The inductance can be derived from constitutive equation (2.4), as shown in (2.5).
L  VL

dt
diL

(2.5)

In the Buck converter as shown in Fig.1.3, VL is Vin -Vout when Q1 is on. The dt is D∙Ts
and diL is the peak-to-peak inductor current ripple ∆ip-p. Substitute these variables into (2.5),
the inductance LB can be derived from (2.6), where Ts is switching period and fs is switching
frequency.

LB 

(Vin  Vout )  DTs (Vin  Vout )  D

i p p
i p p  f s

10

(2.6)

Substitute (1.1) into (2.6), the inductance can be derived from (2.7).
2

V
V
(Vin  Vout )  ( out ) (Vout  out )
(V  V )  D
Vin
Vin
LB  in out


i p p  f s
i p p  f s
i p p  f s

(2.7)

Since the core volume is proportional to inductance value as shown in (2.3) [7], one way
to reduce core volume is to reduce inductance. In (2.5), Vout and ∆ip-p are given in design
specification so the inductance can be reduced by increasing the operating frequency fs and
reducing the input voltage to the inductor. Increasing the switching frequency is the most
common and easiest way to achieve inductance reduction. But simply increasing the
switching frequency will increase switching losses and overheat switches. The input
terminal of inductor is directly connected to Vin via Q1 in the Buck topology, so the input
voltage to inductor cannot be reduced.
2.3 Literature Review
In Chapter1, the size problem of current POL converters are introduced. Also the factors
that deciding the volume of POL converters are explained in Section 2.2. Based on this
problem, many technologies have been proposed to shrink the size of POL converters. In
this section, the state-of-the-art methods are introduced and also their merits and drawbacks
are analyzed.
2.3.1 Introduction
Based on the analysis in Section 2.2, three methods can be implemented to shrink the
size of inductor:
1) Redesign magnetic core by using new magnetic materials and shapes to shrink
the package of inductors.
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2) Replace silicon switches with new semiconductor devices to increase switching
frequency.
3) Replace the conventional Buck converter with new topologies to reduce the
voltage and increase equivalent operating frequency on inductors.
Based on the above three methods, this section will review several techniques on
integrated inductors, Gallium Nitride power switches and a new topology which
miniaturize the size of inductors.
2.3.2 Review of Integrated Inductors
The bulky and high-profile inductor is the bottleneck in shrinking POL converters.
Integrating magnetics with active components such as MOSFETs to achieve a compact
structure is an alternative to shrink POL converters. There are two ways of integration, one
is silicon integration and the other one is package integration. Besides, new high-frequency
magnetic materials such as MnZn, NiAn ferrite and permalloy thin film have been adopted
in integrated inductors [8].
Fig.2.3 [9] shows an example of silicon integration. Inductors can be made small enough
by special manufacturing process like thin film inductor [10]. The inductor is placed
directly next to an IC die. All of components are encapsulated in one package. This
integrated package can achieve very high power density, but it can only tolerate up to
several amperes of current which limits the application in tablets and PCs.
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Fig.2.3 Enpirion PowerSoC Architecture (Silicon Integration Method)

The work in [11][12] introduce a new inductor manufacturing technology, Low
Temperature Co-fired Ceramic (LTCC). In these work, multiple stacked metal-flake are
laminated into planar inductors with lateral flux patterns. Then the integrated inductors are
sandwiched into a printed circuit board (PCB) using conventional PCB laminating
technique as shown in Fig.2.4 [11]. In the 3D integrated POL power supply, the PCB
embedded inductor serves as the substrate carrying the converter circuit as shown in Fig.2.5
[11].
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Fig.2.4 PCB Embedded Core

Fig.2.5 Structure Diagram of 3D Integrated POL Module (Package Integration Method)

Compared with the converter with an individual inductor mounted on the top of PCB in
Fig.2.6 [13], the arrangement of integrated module as illustrated in Fig.2.7 [14] saves the
wasted space between magnetic and other components. The 3D integrated POL converter
employed LTCC technology improves power density and also improved current capacity
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up to 20A. But the cost and of complexity of manufacturing PCB embedded LTCC inductor
is much higher than conventional inductors.

121mm

221mm

Fig.2.6 Texas Instruments PTH08T240W

Fig.2.7 Linear Technology LTM4649 µModule

2.3.3 Review of Gallium Nitride (GaN) Filed-Effect Transistor (FET) Power
Switches
The switching loss of Silicon MOSFET will be dramatically increased when switching
frequency reaches several megahertz. So increasing switching frequency to faster speed on
silicon MOSFETs is an impractical and inefficient way to shrink the size of POL
converters. The recently emerged GaN FETs have a higher band gap, electron mobility and
electron velocity than silicon MOSFET [15]. Also, GaN devices have smaller FOM, figure-
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of-merit (which is defined as Qgd x Rdson, gate-drain charge and on-resistance product) at
the voltage level of above 40V as shown in Fig.2.8 [3]. These advantages make GaN FETs
have outstanding performance for high-frequency applications. The switching loss of GaN
FETs remains lower than silicon MOSFETs even operating at the level of Megahertz [15].

Fig.2.8 Comparison of Qgd x Rdson between GaN FETs and Silicon MOSFETs

Besides, GaN devices are able to package with linear grid array (LGA) technology since
GaN FET is in a lateral structure. In the LGA package, bare GaN die is directly connected
with solder bump underneath the die and with an interleaving drain and source pads to
minimize drain-side and source-side parasitic inductor Ls and Ld. The GaN FET package
with minimized parasitic can further reduce switching loss as shown in Fig.2.9 [15]. The
switching loss with So-8 package is reduced from 2.2W to 0.4W with LGA package.
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Fig.2.9 Switching Loss in Different Packaging Methods

But, GaN technology is still in its early stages, the drawbacks of GaN FETs are obvious
such as high cost, fragile gate capability. Also, the FOM improvement of GaN FETs is
negligible for the 12V voltage level which is the most common bus voltage in PCs.
2.3.4 Review of POL Topologies
As mentioned in Chapter 1, Buck converter is the dominant topology used in POL
application due its simplicity and low cost. In the work of [2], a three level Buck converter
is proposed for the application of POL. As shown in Fig.2.10 (a), the new topology consists
of four MOSFETs, a flying capacitor and an LC filter. Fig.2.10 (b) shows the timing
sequence of MOSFETs in the three level Buck converter. T1 and T2 are driven 180°out of
phase. Also, T1 is complementary with B1, and T2 is complementary with B2. During t0 to
t1, MOSFET T1 and B2 are on, the voltage at node A is Vin-Vc and inductor L1 is charged.
During t1 to t2, B1 and B2 are on and inductor current ILo freewheels. During t2 to t3, T2 and
B1 are on, the voltage at node A is Vc and L1 is charged. During t3 to t4, inductor current ILO
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freewheels. In one switching period, inductor L1 is charged and discharged twice, that
means the equivalent operating frequency on the inductor is two times of MOSFET
switching frequency. Moreover, the voltage to the input terminal of inductor is either VinVc or Vc. During steady-state, Vc is half of Vin. So the flying capacitor blocks half of Vin.
This topology can shrink the size of inductors by two fields: it reduces the voltage and also
doubles the equivalent operating frequency on inductor. But this topology does not increase
the equivalent operating frequency on the inductor a lot. Besides, the freewheeling inductor
current goes through two series MOSFETs B1 and B2 simultaneously and this will increase
conduction loss.

(a) Circuit Structure

(b) Timing Diagram

Fig.2.10 Three Level Buck Converter

2.3.5 Review of Current Sharing in POL converters
In order to power high performance microprocessors which are rated up to 100A [16],
interleaved multi-phase synchronous Buck converters are adopted as shown in Fig.2.11.
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Interleaved multi-phase configuration can reduce component stress and also improve the
efficiency of the whole converter. However, due to variations on component parameters,
load current cannot be shared equally among phases. This becomes even worse during load
transient [17]. In [17]-[18], different methods are proposed to solve phase current sharing
problems. But current or voltage sensing are needed in these work and also external effort
should be put in to force current share evenly among phases.

Vo
A1 A2

iA

Vin

Co
B1 B2

iB

C1 C2

ic

io

RL

Fig.2.11 Interleaved Multiphase Buck Converter

2.3.6 Conclusion
Different technologies on shrinking the size of POL converters are reviewed in this
chapter. These state-of-art technologies includes inductor integration, GaN devices and
new topology. Besides, phase current sharing problem is pointed and reviewed. It is evident
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that all of these existing technologies have drawbacks. Therefore, new and better ideas
which can further shrink the size of POL converters should be proposed. Moreover, new
phase current sharing technique and extended output voltage range control of the new
topology are proposed in this thesis.
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Chapter 3
Asymmetrical Three-Level (ATL) Converter
3.1 Introduction
As discussed in Section 2.1 and Section 2.3.4, inductors take the most space of pointof-load (POL) converters. Therefore, it is desirable to develop new circuit topologies that
can reduce the voltage across inductor and increase the operating frequency of inductor,
and employing new topology is an effective way to shrink the size of POL converters. The
proposed method in Section 2.3.4 achieves these two points but it does not further improve
the equivalent operating frequency of inductor. This chapter presents a proposed topology,
the Asymmetrical Three-Level (ATL) converter. It is able to extend the effective operating
frequency on inductors to four times and reduce the voltage across inductors by half
compared with Buck converter. The advantages of ATL converter is covered and compared
with the conventional Buck and three level Buck converter.
In this chapter, Section 3.2 introduces circuit configuration of ATL converter; Section
3.3 describes ATL operating states; Section 3.4 analyzes the characteristics of ATL
converter; Section 3.5 analyzes the inductance and inductor volume reduction; Section 3.6
gives the simulation results to prove the feasibility of ATL converter; Section 3.7
demonstrates the experimental results; Section 3.8 makes a conclusion on this chapter.
3.2 ATL Converter Circuit Configuration
As mentioned in the Section 2.1, reducing the voltage across inductor and increasing
the operating frequency of inductor lead to the miniaturization of POL converters. One way
to reduce the voltage across inductor is employing a flying capacitor to block half of input
voltage to inductor. In this way, four switches are needed to make the flying capacitor
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switch into the circuit. In order to increase the operating frequency of inductor but not
overheating switches, two groups of interleaved control switches are needed in the circuit.
As a result, ATL converter is proposed and it is shown in Fig.3.1.
This section gives an overview of the ATL converter circuit structure and also the
operation mode during steady-state.
3.2.1 ATL Converter Power Stage
In Fig.3.1, the proposed circuit is composed of four control switches A1, A2, B1 and
B2, two synchronous rectifier (SR) switches SR1 and SR2, a flying capacitor Cf and an LC
filter. The flying capacitor voltage Vc is pre-charged to half of the input voltage Vin by a
pre-charging circuit before staring the converter.

Vin

Vc

A1

B1

A2

B2

VL

Cf

LATL

SR1
Vsw

C

SR2
Fig.3.1 Circuit Configuration of ATL Converter Power Stage
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R Vo

3.2.2 Circuit Operation
Fig.3.2 illustrates the switching sequence for each switch during steady-state. Vgs_A1,
Vgs_A2, Vgs_B1, Vgs_B2 are the driving signal of four control switches A1, A2, B1 and B2.
They are driven with 90°phase difference. Vgs_SR1 and Vgs_SR2 are the driving signal of two
SR switches SR1 and SR2. These two switches are driven complimentary with control
switches. As shown in Fig.3.2, in one switching period Ts, each control switch turns on
only once but the equivalent operating frequency of supplied voltage Vsw to inductor L is
four times of switching frequency.
Referring to Fig.3.1, when SR1 and either of top control switches A1 or B1 are on, Vsw
is equal to Vin-Vc. When SR2 and either of lower control switches A2 or B2 are on, Vsw is
equal to Vc. Since the flying capacitor Cf is pre-charged to half of the input voltage, the
magnitude of Vsw is always equal to half of the input voltage when any of control switches
is on. Switches in group A and group B are interleaved. In the first half of Ts (i.e. from state
1 to state 4) switch group A is on and switch group B is off. In the second half of Ts (i.e.
from state 5 to state 8), switch group B is on and switch group A is off.
3.3 Operating States
There are eight states in one switching period as shown in Fig.3.3. Each state is
explained in the following:
State 1 (t0-t1): Control switch A1 and SR switch SR1 are on. The positive terminal of
flying capacitor Cf is connected to Vin. The supplied voltage to the inductor is Vsw (Vin - Vc
= Vin – 0.5Vin) which is half of the input voltage Vin. Cf is charged by the voltage source
and the charging current is the inductor current. At the end of state 1, the flying capacitor
voltage Vc is a little higher than half of Vin.
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State 2 (t1-t2): Both SR switches are on and the inductor current freewheels. Cf is
floating and no current flows through it.
State 3 (t2-t3): Control switch A2 and SR switch SR2 are on. The negative terminal of
Cf is grounded through SR2. The supplied voltage to the inductor is Vc which is almost half
of the input voltage. Cf is discharged and the discharging current is the inductor current. At
the end of state 3, Vc is a little lower than half of Vin.
State 4 (t3-t4): Both SR switches are on, the inductor current freewheels and Vc keeps
constant since Cf is floating.
State 5 (t4-t5): Control switch B1 and SR switch SR1 are on, the supplied voltage to the
inductor is Vsw (Vin - Vc = Vin – 0.5Vin) which is half of the input voltage. The positive
terminal of Cf is connected to Vin through B1. Cf is charged again by the voltage source
and the charging current is inductor current.
State 6 (t5-t6): Both SR switches are on and the inductor current freewheels. Cf is
floating and no current flows through it.
State 7 (t6-t7): Control switch B2 and SR switch SR2 are on. The negative terminal of
Cf is grounded through SR2. The supplied voltage to the inductor is Vc which is almost half
of Vin and Cf is discharged again.
State 8 (t7-Ts): Both SR switches are on and the inductor current freewheels. Cf is
floating and no current flows through it.
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ids_SR1
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t4 t5

t6 t7

Fig.3.2 Operation Waveforms of ATL Converter
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(b) State 2 (t1-t2), 4 (t3-t4), 6 (t5-t6), 8(t7-t8)
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(c) State 3 (t2-t3)

Vc
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A1

SR1

SR2

Vin

R Vo

SR2

(a) State 1 (t0-t1)

Vin

LATL

SR1
C

VL

A1

B1

A2

B2

Cf
SR1

(d) State 5 (t4-t5)

VL
LATL

C

R Vo

SR2

(e) State 7 (t6-t7)
Fig.3.3 Equivalent Circuits of Eight Operating States of ATL Converter

3.4 Characteristics of ATL Converter
In this section, the circuit characteristics of ATL converter including duty cycle,
equivalent operating frequency of inductor and root-mean-square (RMS) current of control
switches are derived and also compared with other topologies of POL converters.
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3.4.1 Duty Cycle
The duty cycle of ATL converter DATL is defined as the percentage of on-time of a
control switch in one switching period Ts. It is shown in (3.1), where Ton is equal to t1-t0,
t3-t2, t5-t4 and t7-t6 in the timing diagram.

DATL 

Ton
Ts

(3.1)

As the illustration of switching sequence in Fig.3.2, four control switches take turns to
turn on only once in one period. This operation makes the inductor charged four times and
the input voltage to inductor is 0.5∙Vin. The equivalent operating frequency is four times of
the switching frequency. The output voltage Vo is derived from (3.2).

Vo 

Ton 1
2Ton

V

Vin
in
( 14 Ts ) 2
Ts

(3.2)

Substitute (3.1) into (3.2)and simplify equation, the Vo to Vin conversion ratio can get
from (3.3).

Vo  Vin  2DATL

(3.3)

For example, when the input is 12V and output is1V, the duty cycle of ATL converter
is 0.042.
3.4.2 Extended Equivalent Operating Frequency
As illustrated in Fig.3.2, four control switches take turns to turn on only once in one
period. This results in four times input to the inductor. The equivalent operating frequency
of inductor is four time of the switching frequency.
3.4.3 Reduced Root-Mean-Square (RMS) Current in Control Switches
The RMS current is defined in (3.4) [19], where i(t) is the instant current value.
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I rms

1 Ts 2

i (t )dt
Ts 0

(3.4)

To achieve the same equivalent operating frequency with the proposed converter, the
conventional three level Buck converter in [2] has to double switching frequency and each
control switch conducts twice in one period. So the RMS current in control switch of three
level Buck is (3.5).

I rms _ Threelevel

2

Ts

Ts /2


0

t

2 1 2
i (t )dt 
i (t )dt
Ts 0
2

(3.5)

The proposed ATL converter has two groups of interleaved control switches, group A
and group B. Each control switch conducts only once in one period. The RMS current in
control switch of ATL is (3.6).
t

Ts

I rms _ ATL

1 2
1 1 2

i (t )dt 
i (t )dt
Ts 0
Ts 0

(3.6)

(3.7) is derived by using (3.5) divides (3.6).
t

I rms _ ATL
I rms _ Threelevel



1 1 2
i (t )dt
Ts 0
t1

2 2
i (t )dt
Ts 0



1
2

(3.7)

Compared with three level Buck converter, the RMS current in control switch is reduced
to 1/√2 in the proposed circuit. The reduced RMS current results in less heat on control
switches.
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The conduction power loss in switches is given in (3.8), where Rdson is the on-resistance
of switches.
2
Pcond  I rms
 Rdson

(3.8)

For the control switch in ATL converter, the RMS current is reduced to 1/√2 of Buck’s.
As a result, the Pcond is reduced by half. Thus, the heat in each control switch is reduced.
Also, parallel control switches in ATL splits the hotspot of converter into two.
3.5 Inductance and Inductor Volume Reduction
This section mathematically analyzes both inductance and core volume reduction
of ATL converter. Also, the design consideration on the flying capacitor is given.
3.5.1 Inductance of ATL Converter
Using (2.5), the inductance of ATL Converter LATL can be derived in equation (3.9),
where fs_ATL is the switching frequency of ATL control switches.

LATL 

VL _ ATL  DATL

(3.9)

iL  f s _ ATL

Substitute (3.3) into (3.9) yields (3.10), where ∆iL_ATL is peak-to-peak inductor ripple
current.

LATL

1
V
2V 2
( Vin  Vo )  ( o )
(Vo  o )
2
2Vin
Vin


iL _ ATL  f s _ ATL
4  iL _ ATL  f s _ ATL

(3.10)

For the same switching frequency of control switches and peak-to-peak inductor ripple
current, the inductance ratio between ATL and Buck Converter is obtained from (3.11) by
using (2.7) divides (3.10).
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Inductance Ratio =

LATL
LBUCK

1
2V 2
(Vo  o )
4
Vin

V2
(Vo  o )
Vin

(3.11)

This inductance ratio is only related to the input and output voltage. Fig.3.4 illustrates
the inductance ratio versus different output voltages for 12V input application. It is
observed that the inductance of ATL is 23% of Buck’s at 0.8V output voltage and 7% of
Buck’s at 5V output voltage. The inductance in ATL converter can be reduced more at
higher output voltage.

L_ATL / L_BUCK

Inductance Ratio vs. Output Voltage
26%
24%
22%
20%
18%
16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

23.2%

22.7%

22.2%

21.4%

20.6%
18.4%
15.5%

7.1%

0.8V

1.0V

1.2V

1.5V

1.8V

2.5V

3.3V

5.0V

Output Voltage

Fig.3.4 Inductance Ratio in Different Output Voltages

Table 3.1 gives a design example to show the inductance difference between ATL
converter and Buck converter.
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Table 3.1 Inductance Comparison between ATL and Buck Converter

ATL Converter

Buck Converter

Vin →Vo

12V→1V

12V→1V

Io

1A
200mA
(20% of Io)
5V

1A
200mA
(20% of Io)
11V

Control Switch(es)
Driving Frequency

1MHz

1MHz

Equivalent Frequency
on the Inductor

4MHz

1MHz

Inductance

1.04uH

4.58uH

∆i
Voltage on Inductor

In ATL, the supplied voltage Vsw to inductor is half of Vin in state 1, 3, 5, 7 due to the
use of Cf, so the voltage across the inductor is 5V(i.e. 0.5∙12V-1V). Besides, the equivalent
operating frequency of the proposed circuit is four times that of the Buck converter. Based
on the design specification in Table 3.1, the inductance of ATL converter is reduced to
23% (LATL=1.04 µH) of that of the Buck converter (LBUCK=4.58 µH) in order to achieve
same inductor current ripple.
3.5.2 Core Volume of ATL Converter
As discussed in Section 2.2, the core volume ratio can be obtained by using Area
Product Concept which is a quantitative estimation method of a core. The core volume can
be obtained from (2.1), where Kv is a constant related to volume factor, Wl is the maximum
energy of the inductor, Ku represents window utilization factor of the core, Bm is the
maximum flux density and Jw is the current density in coils.
The volume ratio between ATL and Buck can be derived in (3.12).
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3

Vol ATL
VolBuck

 2WATL  4
3
3
Kv 

K u Bm J w 
 WATL  4  LATL  4



 

3
WBuck   LBuck 

4
 2WBuck 
Kv 

 K u Bm J w 

(3.12)

According to (3.12), the core volume ratio is only related to the inductance ratio.
Substitute (3.11) into (3.12), the core volume ratio is given in (3.13). For the fixed input
voltage, the core volume ratio is related to output voltage.
3

Vol ATL
VolBuck

1
2Vo 2  4
)
 (Vo 
4
Vin 



Vo 2 
(
V

) 
o

Vin



(3.13)

Fig.3.5 shows the core volume ratio versus different output voltages for 12V input
application. As shown in the diagram, the core volume of ATL converter is 33% of Buck’s
at 0.8V output voltage and 14% of Buck’s at 5V output. The core volume of ATL converter
is reduced more at higher output voltage.

Core Volume Ratio vs. Output Voltage
Vol_ATL / Vol_BUCK
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13.8%

0.15
0.1
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0
0.8V

1.0V

1.2V

1.5V

1.8V

2.5V

3.3V

Output Voltage

Fig.3.5 Core Volume Ratio in Different Output Voltages
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5.0V

3.5.3 Flying Capacitor Design Consideration
During the steady-state operation, the flying capacitor Cf blocks half of the input voltage
to lower the voltage stress on inductor LATL. The value of flying capacitor should be selected
based on the current flowing through Cf which is the inductor current. The voltage ripple
of Cf should be small to keep Vc like a dc voltage. 0.5% of Vc and below is a reasonable
voltage ripple range for Cf. For the 12V input application, the voltage ripple of Cf is 30mV
(12V/2∙0.5%) and this magnitude has minor impact on switch stress. To maintain the
voltage level of Cf, the current going through Cf has to be bidirectional that means Cf has
to be charged and discharged with same amount of current. Fig.3.6 shows two examples of
charging and discharging Cf. They are State1 and State3 in Fig.3.3.

Vin

Vc

A1

B1

A2

B2

Cf
SR1

Cf is charging

A1

B1

A2

VL

Vin

LATL

Vc

B2

Cf

0

SR1

C

R Vo

SR2

(a) Cf Charging (State1)

Cf is charging

VL
LATL
C

R Vo

SR2

(b) Cf Discharging (State3)

Fig.3.6 Flying Capacitor Charging and Discharging Illustration of ATL Converter

Table 3.2 summarizes the charge state of Cf. In one switching period, the flying
capacitor Cf is charged and discharged twice.
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Table 3.2 Flying Capacitor Charge Mode in ATL Converter

State

A1

State1

ON

A2

B1

B2

SR1 SR2

Cf Mode

OFF OFF OFF

ON

OFF

Charge

State2 OFF OFF OFF OFF

ON

ON

Floating

OFF OFF OFF

ON

Discharge

State3 OFF

ON

State4 OFF OFF OFF OFF

ON

ON

Floating

State5 OFF OFF

OFF

ON

OFF

Charge

State6 OFF OFF OFF OFF

ON

ON

Floating

State7 OFF OFF OFF

ON

OFF

ON

Discharge

State8 OFF OFF OFF OFF

ON

ON

Floating

ON

The value of Cf is derived from (3.14), where IL_ATL is dc current of inductor, ∆v is
desired peak-to-peak voltage ripple of Cf, fs is switching frequency.

Cf 

I L _ ATL  DATL
v  4 f s

(3.14)

For the 12V input application, the value of ∆v is chosen at tens of millivolts so that the
input voltage to inductor keeps at a flat dc voltage. In (3.14), Cf is inversely proportional
to ∆v. Using larger ∆v will result in smaller Cf, but larger ∆v increases voltage stress on
switches. Thus, the trade-off between flying capacitor size and switch stress should be
taken into design consideration.
3.6 Simulations
To validate the feasibility of the proposed ATL Converter, a simulation model is built
in PSIM. Table 3.3 shows the circuit parameter.
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Table 3.3 Circuit Parameter for ATL Simulation

Switching Frequency

1MHz

Vin

12V

Vout
Iout
∆iL_ATL
Cf
ESR of Cf
LATL
ESR of LATL
Cout

1V
1A
200mA
60µF
2mΩ
1µH
5mΩ
330 µF

Fig.3.7 shows the driving signal of each MOSFET and the equivalent operating
frequency of Vsw is four times of the switching frequency. The operating frequency of
inductor is four times of the switching frequency and the voltage across inductor is 5V
when charging inductor.
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Vgs_A1

Vgs_A2

Vgs_B1

Vgs_B2

Vgs_SR1

Vgs_SR2

fs is four times extended
Vsw

VL=6V-1V=5V

Fig.3.7 Equivalent Operating Frequency Illustration of ATL Converter
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Key simulation waveforms of ATL converter are given in Fig.3.8. It is observed that the
operating frequency on the inductor LATL is 4MHz and the peak-to-peak inductor current
ripple is 200mA which is 20% of output current ripple. The flying capacitor voltage ripple
is 10mV which can be negligible compared with input voltage. Thus, the input voltage to
inductor Vsw can be considered as a constant 6V as shown in the Figure.

Vgs_A1
fATL =1MHz
Vsw
fs =4MHz
iL_ATL

VCf

200mA

10mV

Vo=1V

Fig.3.8 Key Simulation Waveforms of ATL Converter
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3.7 Experiment Results
In this section, a hardware prototype of ATL converter is built to conduct experiment
work. Experiment waveforms are given to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed idea.
3.7.1 Hardware Prototype Setup
A prototype of 12V to 1V/1A ATL converter is built to verify the feasibility and
demonstrate the advantages of the proposed topology. The prototype configuration of ATL
converter is shown in Fig.3.9.
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Fig.3.9 Prototype Configuration of ATL Converter
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R Vo

The power stage of the converter is consisted of six MOSFETs, a flying capacitor and
an LC filter. MOSFET A1, A2, B1, B2 and SR1 are driven by high-side drivers. MOSFET
SR2 is driven by a low-side driver. Component parameters are given in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4 Parameters of ATL Prototype

Switching Frequency

1MHz

Input Voltage

12V

Output Voltage

1V

Output Current

1A

Flying Capacitor

3x20 µF Ceramic Capacitor

Inductor

1.06±20% µH Panasonic ETQ-P6F1R1BFA [20]

MOSFET

Texas Instruments CSD16411Q3 [21]

Low-Side Gate Driver

Texas Instruments UCC27517A-Q1 [22]

High-Side Gate Driver

Linear Technology LTC4440-5 [23]

The voltage of Cf is zero before staring converter, so control MOSFET A1 and B1 will
see the full Vin instead of half of Vin. For this reason, a flying capacitor charging circuit is
employed to charge Cf before the startup of converter. The flying capacitor charging circuit
is consisted of MOSFET M1, M2, SR2 and resistor R1, R2 and R3. M1 and M2 are on
only at charging state. The charging circuit works in the following way: When M1 is on,
the voltage divider (R1 and R2) sets the voltage level of Cf to half of Vin. Next, M2 and
SR2 are on, Cf is charged by the voltage source. The charging current goes through R1, R3,
M2, Cf and SR2. Once the charging is done, M1, M2 and SR2 are off. The charging time
is preset in the controller. Then, the converter starts to work in normal operation as shown
in Section 3.2.2.
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The control circuit of ATL converter is implemented in the Spartan-6 FPGA of Nexys3
evaluation board [24]. The controller of ATL features flying capacitor charging setup, loop
compensation, PWM generation and output overvoltage protection. As shown in Fig.3.9,
the output voltage is sampled by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and then fed the
digital value of output voltage into a PI controller in FPGA. The PI controller outputs the
compensated value into DPWM generator to generate a PWM signal which is for MOSFET
A1. Then the PWM signal of A1 is shifted by 90°, 180°, and 270°in phase to generate
driving signals for MOSFET A2, B1, and B2 respectively as shown in Fig.3.10, MOSFET
SR1 and SR2 driving signals are generated by taking the complementary signals of A2, B2
and A1, B1 in logic gates. These driving signals are sent to high-side and low-side gate
drivers.
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Fig.3.10 PWM Generator in the Digital Controller of ATL

3.7.2 Experimental Verification
Experimental waveforms are displayed in Fig.3.11. It is shown that the driving signal
of control switch A1 (in channel 4) is 1MHz and the equivalent operating frequency of the
inductor (in channel 3) is 4MHz. Also, the supplied voltage to inductor is 6V which is half
of Vin. The inductor current ripple is 20% of the output current and output voltage (in
channel 2) stabilizes at 1V.
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Fig.3.11 Experimental Waveforms of ATL Converter

3.8 Conclusion
This chapter presents a novel, non-isolated step-down converter for the application of
POL voltage regulation. The new converter can achieve higher power density by utilizing
a much smaller inductor (e.g. 23% inductance, 33% core volume of Buck’s for 12V to 1V
conversion) in the POL application. A smaller inductor is achieved by increasing the
effective operating frequency applied to the inductor by a factor of 4 and at the same time
reducing the voltage applied to the inductor while maintaining the same switching
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frequency of control switches. The new converter uses two groups of interleaved switches
to increase the effective operating frequency on the inductor and a flying capacitor to
reduce the voltage across the inductor. Mathematical analysis is conducted to illustrate the
advantages of ATL converter over the conventional Buck converter. A simulation model
is built to validate the proposed idea. Finally, a 12V to 1V/1A prototype demonstrates that
the proposed topology can use an inductor that is 77% less inductance than a conventional
Buck Converter (i.e. only 23% of Buck’s inductance is used in the prototype). Therefore,
the proposed topology is a better candidate for the POL application.
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Chapter 4
Modified Asymmetrical Three-Level (mATL) Converter
4.1 Introduction
As discussed in Section 3.1, employing a new topology is an effective way to reduce
the size of POL converters since the voltage supplied to inductor is reduced and the
equivalent operating frequency of inductors is improved. The topology proposed in
Chapter 3 works well for low output current, but the efficiency is an issue at high output
current for single-phase converter. In this chapter, the modified Asymmetrical Three-Level
(mATL) converter is proposed for the application of high output current. The mATL is
consisted of two phases while maintaining the same number of switches as ATL Converter.
The proposed topology is able to extend the effective operating frequency on each inductor
to two times and reduce the input voltage to inductors by half. Besides, current in two
phases are interleaved, so output current ripple cancellation results in a reduced output
voltage ripple. The advantages of mATL converter is discussed in details and compared
with the conventional two-phase Buck converter shown in Fig.4.1, and the regular Buck
converter shown in Fig.1.3.

Vo
A1 A2

io

iA
Co

Vin
B1 B2

iB

Fig.4.1 Two-phase Buck Converter
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In this chapter, Section 4.2 describes the circuit configuration of mATL converter;
Section 4.3 describes operating states of mATL converter; Section 4.4 analyzes the
characteristics of mATL converter; Section 4.5 analyzes inductance and inductor volume
reduction on mATL; Section 4.6 gives the simulation results to prove the feasibility of
mATL converter; Section 4.7 gives experimental prototype setup in details; Section 4.8
provides experimental results; Section 4.9 makes a conclusion on this chapter.
4.2 mATL Converter Circuit Configuration
As shown in Section 3.2, the Asymmetrical Three-Level (ATL) converter can output
either Vc or Vin-Vc to the inductor. To think one more step, if Vc and Vin-Vc are output to
different inductors (i.e. the positive terminal of Cf is connected to a inductor, the negative
terminal of Cf is connected to anther inductor) and also each inductor just need one
synchronous rectifier switch. Thus, a new two-phase converter is proposed and the new
topology is mATL converter. This section introduces the circuit configuration and
operation of mATL converter.
4.2.1 mATL Converter Power Stage
Fig.4.2 illustrates the configuration of the proposed mATL converter. The proposed
circuit is composed of four control switches A1, A2, B1 and B2, two synchronous rectifier
(SR) switches SR1 and SR2 and a flying capacitor Cf. Two inductors and an output
capacitor compose two LC filters.
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Fig.4.2 Circuit Configuration of mATL Converter Power Stage

4.2.2 Circuit Operation
Fig.4.3 illustrates the switching sequence for each switch during steady-state. Vgs_A1,
Vgs_A2, Vgs_B1, Vgs_B2 are driving signals of four control switches A1, A2, B1 and B2. They
are driven with 90°phase difference. Vgs_SR1 and Vgs_SR2 are driving signals of two SR
switches SR1 and SR2. These two are driven complimentary with control switches. As
shown in Fig.4.3, in one switching period Ts each control switch turns on only once but the
equivalent operating frequency of supplied voltage Vsw1 and Vsw2 to each inductor is two
times of the switching frequency. When either of top control switches A1 or B1 is on, Vsw2
is equal to Vin-Vc. When either of lower control switches A2 or B2 is on, Vsw1 is equal to
Vc. Since the flying capacitor Cf is designed to keep around half of the input voltage, the
magnitude of both Vsw1 and Vsw2 deviate a little from half of input voltage. This will be
discussed in Chapter 5. Switches in group A and group B are interleaved, in the first half
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of Ts (i.e. from state 1 to state 4) switch group A is on and switch group B is off. In the
second half of Ts (from state 5 to state 8), switch group B is on and switch group A is off.
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Fig.4.3 Operation Waveforms of mATL Converter
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4.3 Operating States
There are eight states in one switching period as shown in Fig.4.4 and they are described
below:
State 1 (t0-t1): Control switch A1 and SR switch SR1 are on, the supplied voltage to the
inductor L2 is Vsw2 (=Vin - Vc) which is around half of the input voltage Vin. The positive
terminal of L1 is grounded and Vsw1 is zero. The current of inductor L1, iL1 freewheels and
falls. iL1 is half of output current Io. The flying capacitor Cf is charged by the voltage source
and the charging current is the current of inductor L2, iL2 which is half of Io.
State 2 (t1-t2): Both SR switches are on, iL1 and iL2 freewheel. The flying capacitor is
floating and no current flows through it. So Vc keeps constant.
State 3 (t2-t3): Control switch A2 and SR switch SR2 are on, the supplied voltage to the
inductor L1 is Vc which is around half of input voltage and iL1 rises. The flying capacitor is
discharged and the discharging current is iL1. The positive terminal of L2 is grounded, so
iL2 freewheels and falls. The freewheeling current is half of output current. At this stage,
the current flowing through SR2 is Io.
State 4 (t3-t4): Both SR switches are on, iL1 and iL2 freewheel. The flying capacitor is
floating and no current flows through it. So Vc keeps constant.
State 5 (t4-t5): Control switch B1 and SR switch SR1 are on, the supplied voltage to the
inductor L2 is Vsw2 (=Vin - Vc) which is around half of the input voltage Vin. The positive
terminal of L1 is grounded and Vsw1 is zero. The current of inductor L1, iL1 freewheels and
falls. iL1 is half of output current Io. The flying capacitor Cf is charged by the voltage source
and the charging current is the current of inductor L2, iL2 which is half of Io.
State 6 (t5-t6): Both SR switches are on, iL1 and iL2 freewheel. The flying capacitor is
floating and no current flows through it. So Vc keeps constant.
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State 7 (t6-t7): Control switch B2 and SR switch SR2 are on, the supplied voltage to the
inductor L1 is Vc which is around half of input voltage and iL1 rises. The flying capacitor is
discharged and the discharging current is iL1. The positive terminal of L2 is grounded, so
iL2 freewheels and falls. The freewheeling current is half of output current. At this stage,
the current flowing through SR2 is Io.
State 8 (t7-Ts): Both SR switches are on, iL1 and iL2 freewheel. The flying capacitor is
floating and no current flows through it. So Vc keeps constant.
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Fig.4.4 Equivalent Circuits of mATL Eight Operating States

4.4 Characteristics of mATL Converter
In this section, the circuit characteristics of mATL converter including duty cycle,
equivalent operating frequency of inductor and root-mean-square (RMS) current of control
switches are derived.
4.4.1 Duty Cycle
The duty cycle of mATL converter DmATL is defined as the percentage of on-time of
control switch in one switching period Ts. This is shown in (4.1), where Ton is equal to t1t0, t3-t2, t5-t4 and t7-t6.

DmATL 

Ton
Ts

(4.1)

As the illustration in Fig.4.2, four control switches take turns to turn on only once in
one period, and this results in two times input Vc and Vin-Vc to inductor L1 and L2
respectively. The equivalent operating frequency is two times of the switching frequency.
Next, use of the principle of inductor volt-second balance in (4.2) [19], the output
voltage Vo is derived.
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vL 

1
Ts



Ts

0

vL (t )dt  0

(4.2)

Apply (4.2) to inductor L1 and L2 to get (4.3).

1 Ts

v

vL1 (t )dt  0
L
1

Ts 0


 v  1 Ts v (t )dt  0
L2
L2

Ts 0


(4.3)

Apply small-ripple approximation to (4.3), (4.4) is derived.


 vL1  2  DmATL (Vc  Vo )  (1  2  DmATL )(Vo )  0


 vL 2  2  DmATL (Vin  Vc  Vo )  (1  2  DmATL )(Vo )  0

(4.4)

Simplify (4.4) and solve the equation, leads to (4.5) Vo to Vin conversion ratio.

Vo  Vin  DmATL

(4.5)

For example, input is 12V and output is 2.5V, the duty cycle is 0.21.
As shown in Fig.4.3, during the normal operation of mATL converter, the on-time of
switch A1 and A2 or B1 and B2 should not overlap. So the maximum duty cycle of mATL
is 0.25. For 12V input, the maximum output voltage is 3V according to (4.5).
4.4.2 Extended Equivalent Operating Frequency
As illustrated in Fig.4.3, four control switches take turns to turn on only once in one Ts,
and this increases the equivalent operating frequency of each inductor by a factor of two.
4.4.3 Reduced Root-Mean-Square (RMS) Current in Control Switches
The RMS current is defined in (3.4). To achieve the same equivalent operating
frequency with mATL converter, the conventional Buck and two-phase Buck converter has
to double the switching frequency and each control switch need to conduct twice.
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Accordingly, the RMS current of control switch is shown in (4.6) and (4.7), where ∆i% is
the percentage of current ripple in inductors, DB is the duty cycle of Buck, DTB is the duty
cycle of two-phase Buck.

I rms _ Buck
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Ts

I rms _ Two phase _ Buck

DBTs


0

2


I

(

i
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L
_
B
2

iB (t )dt  2  DB   I L _ B 
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0

2


I

(

i
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L
_
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2


iTB (t )dt  2  DTB  I L _ TB 


12



(4.6)

(4.7)

The RMS current of control switches in mATL converter is given in (4.8).

1
I rms _ mATL 
Ts

DmATLTs


0

2


I

(

i
%)


L _ mATL

imATL (t )dt  DmATL   I L2 _ mATL 


12



(4.8)

Since two-phase Buck and mATL has two phases of inductor current, the inductor
current of each phase is half of the output dc current Io as shown in (4.9).

I L _ TB  I L _ mATL 

1
Io
2

(4.9)

In addition, the duty cycle of Buck and two-phase Buck is given in (4.10).

DB  DTB 

Vo
Vin

(4.10)

Substitute (4.5), (4.9) and (4.10) into (4.6)-(4.8), the RMS current of Buck, two-phase
Buck and mATL are derived in (4.11)-(4.13).
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From (4.11) to (4.13), the RMS current ratio among the Buck, two-phase Buck and
mATL is given in (4.14).

I rms _ B : I rms _ TB : I rms _ mATL  2 :

1

1
2 2
:

(4.14)

Accordingly, mATL has the lowest RMS current in control switches. The conduction
power loss in switches is defined in (3.8). Since the RMS current of control switch in
mATL is reduced to 1/√2, the conduction power loss in each control switch is reduced by
half compared with two-phase Buck and one-eighth compared with Buck. It is given in
(4.15).
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Pcond _ B : Pcond _ TB : Pcond _ mATL  8: 2:1

(4.15)

4.4.4 Output Current Ripple Cancellation
Another merit of interleaved multi-phase converters is the output current ripple
cancellation. The output current ripple can cancel out each other in a certain amount and
the effective inductor current ripple is reduced [25]. Accordingly, the output filter
requirement decreases. Equation (4.16) gives the normalized output current ripple of twophase Buck converter [25], where K is the ripple cancellation coefficient and it is defined
as the magnitude ratio of the output current ripple ∆io and inductor current ripple ∆iL;
m=floor(2∙D).

K

io

iL

m m 1
)(
 D)
2
2
D  (1  D)

2  (D 

(4.16)

For the mATL converter, the operating frequency of inductor is two times of switching
frequency. Thus, the effective duty cycle of inductor current is two times of the duty cycle
of the control switches. (4.17) gives the normalized output current ripple of mATL
converter, where m=floor (4∙DmATL).

K mATL 

io

iL

m m 1
)(
 2 DmATL )
2
2
DmATL  (1  DmATL )

2  (2 DmATL 

(4.17)

From (4.16) and (4.17), the amount of ripple cancellation only depends on the duty cycle
of converters. Fig.4.5 shows the normalized output current ripple against duty cycle for
two-phase Buck and mATL converter when duty cycle is below 0.25 (i.e. output voltage is
below 3V). The figure shows that mATL converter has lower output current ripple ratio
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compared with two-phase Buck. For the normal output voltages like 1.8V and 2.5V
application, the output current ripple of mATL is 70% and 45% of two-phase Buck’s. So
mATL converter can employ smaller output capacitors. This is an advantage of mATL over
two-phase Buck in POL application.
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Fig.4.5 Normalized Output Current Ripple vs. Duty Cycle

4.5 Inductance and Inductor Volume Reduction
This section mathematically analyzes both inductance and core volume reduction of
mATL converter. Also, the design consideration on the flying capacitor is given.
4.5.1 Inductance of mATL Converter
Using (2.5), the inductance of mATL Converter LmATL can be derived in equation (4.18).
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LmATL 

VL _ mATL  DmATL
iL _ mATL  f s _ mATL

(4.18)

Substitute (4.5) into (4.18) yields (4.19), where fs_mATL is the switching frequency of
control switch.

LmATL

1
V
2V 2
( Vin  Vo )  ( o ) (Vo  o )
2
Vin
Vin


iL  f s
2iL  f s

(4.19)

Similarly, the inductance of Buck converter LB and the inductance of two-phase Buck
converter LTB are derived in (4.20) and (4.21). The Buck and two-phase Buck maintain the
same percentage of inductor current ripple as mATL converter.

LB 

VL _ B  DB
iL _ B  f s _ B

LTB 

Vo
V2
) (Vo  o )
Vin
Vin

(2  iL )  f s
2iL  f s

(Vin  Vo )  (

VL _ TB  DTB
iL  f s _ TB



(Vin  Vo )  (


iL  f s

Vo
)
Vin

Vo 2
)
Vin

iL  f s

(4.20)

(Vo 

(4.21)

For the same switching frequency of control switches fs and the same percentage of
inductor ripple current, inductance ratio among the Buck converter, two-phase Buck
converter and mATL is given in (4.22).
Inductance Ratio = LmATL : LB : LTB


1
2V 2 1
V2
V2
(Vo  o ) : (Vo  o ) : (Vo  o )
2
Vin
2
Vin
Vin

(4.22)

This ratio is only related to input and output voltage of converters. Fig.4.6 shows the
inductance ratio of single inductor versus output voltage among Buck, two-phase Buck and
mATL. The input voltage is 12V. LTB is the reference and it is set to one. It is observed LB
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is always half of LTB. For 0.8V output voltage, the inductance of a single inductor of mATL
is 46% of two-phase Buck’s and 92% of two-phase Buck’s. For 3V output voltage, the
inductance of a single inductor of mATL is only 33% of two-phase Buck’s and 66% of
Buck’s. The inductance trend line shows that the LmATL is reduced more at higher output
voltage.

Inductance Ratio vs. Output Voltage
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Fig.4.6 Inductance Ratio of Buck, Two-phase Buck and mATL in Different Output Voltages

Table 4.1 gives a design example to compare inductance among Buck, two-phase Buck
and mATL converter.
For mATL converter, the supplied input voltage Vsw1 and Vsw2 to inductors are half of
Vin during state 1, 3, 5, 7 due to the insertion of flying capacitor, so the voltage across the
inductor is 3.5V(i.e. 0.5∙12V-2.5V). Besides, the equivalent operating frequency of mATL
is two times of the Buck’s and two-phase Buck’s. Based on the design specification in
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Table.4.1, the inductance of mATL converter is reduced to 73.7% of Buck’s and 36.8% of
two-phase Buck’s while maintaining the same percentage of inductor current ripple in these
three topologies.
Table 4.1 Inductance Comparison Among Buck, Two-phase Buck and mATL

Buck Converter

Two-phase Buck

mATL

Vin →Vo

12V→2.5V

12V→2.5V

12V→2.5V

Io

20A

20A

20A

The Number of
Phase

1

2

2

Iphase

20A

10A

10A

Inductor Current
Ripple ∆i (∆i%)

8A (40% of Iphase)

4A (40% of Iphase)

4A (40% of Iphase)

Voltage on Inductor

9.5V

9.5V

3.5V

Control Switch(es)
Driving Frequency

300KHz

300KHz

300KHz

Equivalent
Frequency on the
Inductor

300KHz

300KHz

600KHz

Phase Inductance

825nH

825nH

304nH

Number of Phase

1

2

2

Total Inductance

825nH

1650nH

608nH

4.5.2 Core Volume of mATL Converter
As discussed in Section 2.2, the core volume ratio can be obtained by using Area
Product Concept which is a quantitative estimation method of a core. The core volume can
be obtained from (2.1), where Kv is a constant related to volume factor, W is the maximum
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energy of the inductor, Ku represents window utilization factor of the core, Bm is the
maximum flux density and Jw is the current density in coils.
The volume ratio among two-phase Buck, Buck and mATL can be described in (4.23).
VolTB : VolBuck : VolmATL
3

3

3


4

4

4
2WmATL
2WTB
2WB
 Kv _ TB 
: Kv 
: Kv 


 Ku _ TB Bm _ TB J w _ TB 
 Ku _ B Bm _ B J w _ B 
 Ku _ mATL Bm _ mATL J w _ mATL 







(4.23)

If the same kind of core is used for the three topologies, (4.23) is simplified to (4.24).
3

VolTB : VolBuck : VolmATL

3

3

 W 4  W 4  W
4
  TB  :  B  :  mATL 
J
 
 

 w _ TB   J w _ B   J w _ mATL 

(4.24)

In the two-phase Buck and mATL, the output current splits up so each phase carries half
of output current (i.e. iL_B=2∙iL_TB=2∙iL_mATL). Substitution of this phase current relation into
(4.24) yields (4.25).
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According to (4.25), the core volume ratio is only related to inductance ratio. Substitute
(4.22) into (4.25) and also two-phase Buck and mATL employ two inductors, the total core
volume ratio is derived in (4.26). For the given input voltage, the core volume ratio is
related to output.
3

VolTB : VolBuck : VolmATL

3

3


1
V 2 4 
V 2 4
2V 2  4
 2  Vo  o  :  (Vo  o )  : 2   (Vo  o ) 
Vin  
Vin 
Vin 

2

(4.26)

Fig.4.7 shows the core volume ratio versus different output voltages for the 12V input
application. VolTB is the referral ratio and it is set to one. It is observed VolBuck is always
84% of LB. The core volume of mATL is reduced significantly compared with Buck and
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two-phase Buck. For 0.8V output voltage, the total core volume of mATL is 56% of twophase Buck’s. For 3V output voltage, the total core volume of mATL 44% of two-phase
Buck’s. Moreover, the core volume trend line of mATL shows that the ratio of mATL
decreases with increased output voltage.

Core Volume Ratio

Core Volume vs. Output Voltage
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
0.8V

1.0V

1.2V

1.5V

1.8V

2.5V

3.0V

output voltage
Vol_TB

Vol_B

Vol_mATL

Fig.4.7 Core Volume Ratio of Buck, Two-phase Buck and mATL in Different Output Voltages

4.5.3 Flying Capacitor Design Consideration
Similar to ATL converter, the flying capacitor Cf blocks half of the input voltage to
lower the voltage stress on inductor L1 and L2. The value of flying capacitor should be
selected based on the current flowing through the flying capacitor. The voltage ripple of Cf
should be small to keep Vc like a dc voltage. 2% of Vc and below is a reasonable voltage
ripple range for Cf. For the 12V input application, the voltage ripple of Cf is 120mV
(12V/2∙2%)
Different from ATL converter, the charging and discharging current of Cf in mATL
converter is from different phases. This dc voltage of Cf will deviate from half of Vin to
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achieve another advantage of mATL, automatic inductor-current sharing. This will be
discussed in details in Chapter 5.2.
4.6 Simulations
Computer simulation is one of the best approaches to verify the operation of proposed
circuit since it is free from component tolerance and parasitic elements of circuit board.
mATL converter is built in PSIM and the circuit parameters are listed in Table 4.2.
The extended frequency results are demonstrated in Fig.4.8. The driving frequency of
control MOSFET A1, A2, B1 and B2 are 300 KHz which can achieve the optimal
efficiency in prototype after a loss analysis. As a result, the equivalent frequency of Vsw1
and Vsw2 is 600 KHz which is two times that of control MOSFETs switching frequency. As
shown in the simulation, SR1 and SR2 are complementary with A2, B2 and A1, B1
respectively. The frequency of SR is two times that of control MOSFETs switching
frequency.
Table 4.2 mATL Converter Parameters in PSIM

Switching Frequency
Vin
Vout
Iout
IL1, IL2
∆iL_mATL
∆io_mATL
LmATL_1
LmATL_2
Winding Resistance of LmATL_1
Winding Resistance of LmATL_2
Cf
ESR of Cf
Cout
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300KHz
12V
2.5V
20A
10A
7.3A
1.9A
330nH
1.5mΩ
60µF
1mΩ
1000 µF

Fig.4.9 illustrates key waveforms during steady state. The operating frequency on the
inductor L1 and L2 is 600 KHz. The inductor current of each phase is 10A and the peak-topeak inductor current ripple is 7.3A. The output current is 20A and the peak-to-peak output
current ripple is 1.9A after inductor current ripple cancellation. This current ripple is much
smaller than inductor current ripple. It is also observed that the flying capacitor voltage is
changing between 6.0V and 6.1V. The flying capacitor voltage ripple is 100mV which is
negligible compared with input voltage. The dc voltage value of Cf is 6.05V which has
50mV offset from half of Vin. The 50mV offset leads to the even inductor-current sharing
as shown in the waveforms iL1 and iL2 and this will be discussed in Section 5.2.2. Vo remains
at 2.5V.
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Fig.4.8 Equivalent Operating Frequency Illustrations of mATL Converter
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Fig.4.9 Key Simulation Waveforms of mATL Converter
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4.7 Experimental Prototype Setup
To verify the feasibility and demonstrate advantages of the mATL converter, a
prototype of mATL converter is built.
4.7.1 The Overview of Prototype
The picture of the prototype is shown in Fig.4.10. The PCB consisted of 4 Layers and
2oz copper. The power stage of the converter is located at the top of printed circuit board
(PCB). All of MOSFET gate drivers and control ICs are located at the bottom of the board.
The input voltage is 12V; the rated output voltage ranges from 1V to 5V; the maximum
load current is 20A. The key components used in the circuit are listed in Table 4.3.

Fig.4.10 Picture of mATL Converter Prototype
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Table 4.3 mATL Converter Prototype Parameters

Switching Frequency

300KHz

Input Voltage

12V

Output Voltage

From 1V to 5V

Maximum Output
Current
Inductors
(for two designs)
Flying Capacitor

2 x 330nH ±10% Wurth Electronics 744306033 [26]
2 x 220nH ±10% Coiltronics FP0705R1-R22-R [27]
60µF (20µFx3)

Output Capacitance

1340µF (470µFx2 + 100µFx4)

Control MOSFET

Texas Instruments CSD16409Q3 [28]

SR MOSFET
High-Side Gate
Driver
Low-Side Gate
Driver

Texas Instruments CSD16321Q5 [29]

20A

Linear Technology LTC4440-5 [23]
Texas Instruments UCC27511 [30]

The system block diagram shown in Fig.4.11 includes the power stage and the controller
of mATL converter. The power stage includes six MOSFETs, two inductors, and a flying
capacitor; the controller is consisted of PWM compensator IC (TI LM27402 [31]) and a
phase shifter which is implemented in Digilent Nexys 3 Sparttan-6 FPGA Evaluation
Board.
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Fig.4.11 Prototype Configuration of mATL Converter

The PWM compensator IC employs Type III voltage-mode control strategy to regulate
output voltage. This IC feeds the output voltage of mATL into the compensator and the
PWM generator in IC generates a single phase PWM signal which is the gating signal of
MOSFET A1. Next, the A1 PWM signal is fed into FPGA as the base PWM signal.
Fig.4.12 gives the top-level of the digital circuit that implementing the PWM phase shift
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and logic calculation. In FPGA, the input A1 is used as the base PWM signal. Then, FPGA
generates three more PWM signals by shifting the base PWM signals by 90°, 180°and
270°. The shifted angle is converted in bits and preset in the Phase-Shift Bit Registers. The
shifted PWM signals are the gating signal for MOSFET A2, B1, and B2. Driving signals
of SR1 and SR2 are generated by taking the complementary of A1, B1 and A2, B2 in logic
gates.

Input
PWM

A1

A1

Phase Shift
Circuit 90°

A2
A2

Phase Shift
Circuit 180°

B1

B1

Phase Shift
Circuit 270°

B2
B2

Dead Time

Phase-Shift
Bit Registers

DPWM Generator
Fig.4.12 Top-Level of PWM signal Phase Shift Circuit in FPGA
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SR1

SR2

4.7.2 Phase Shift Circuit
Fig.4.13 shows the block-level architecture of phase shift circuit in FPGA. The input
PWM signal can be shifted in desired amount of phase which is preset in the Phase-Shift
Bit Registers in Fig.4.12. The phase shift circuit functions in the following way:
Edge-Detector: The edge detector is driving by a 400MHz clock generated by
LogiCORE IP [32]. When rising/falling edge of the input PWM is captured by the RisingEdge/Falling-Edge Detector, the Rising-Edge/Falling-Edge Detector outputs a pulse
immediately to trigger a counter.
Counter: A counter is triggered by the pulse from Rising-Edge/Falling-Edge Detector
and then it starts to count. The counter is driven by the 400MHz clock. The counter is reset
to zero by the shifted rising/falling pulse from a comparator in next stage. The output bits
from counter are input to a comparator.
Comparator: a comparator fetches the counted value and compare it with a preset value
which is from a Phase-Shift Bit Register. When these two values are same, the comparator
sends out a pulse. In this way, the rising/falling pulse delayed by a certain time.
SR Latch: The SR latch is set by a delayed rising pulse and reset by a delayed falling
pulse. The output of SR latch is the PWM signal with desired delay time and same width.
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Fig.4.13 PWM Phase Shift Circuit in FPGA
4.7.3 Drive Circuit
In mATL converter, four control MOSFETs are floating and they need bootstrap drive
circuit to achieve on and off operation. Fig.4.14 shows a conventional bootstrap drive
circuit. In this configuration, four bootstrap circuits are powered independently by an
auxiliary power supply. In general, the voltage level of auxiliary power supply is much
smaller than the input to reduce drive loss in POL application. For example, Vaux is 5V; Vin
is 12V; VCf is half of Vin, 6V. When SR2 and A2/B2 are on, the voltage of switch node 3
Vsw3 is 6V. But, Vaux is smaller than 6V and it cannot charge Cb1 and Cb2, the bootstrap
capacitors of A1 and B1. So Vaux should be increased to a higher level, at least to VCf+Vth
(Vth represents the threshold voltage of control MOSFETs).
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Fig.4.14 Conventional Bootstrap Drive Circuit in mATL

The drive circuit in Fig.4.14 is reconfigured and it is illustrated in Fig.4.15. The
auxiliary power supply is replaced by Vin. In this configuration, Cb1 and Cb2 can be charged
to 6V and MOSFET A1 and B1 can turn on normally. But the bootstrap capacitor Cb3 and
Cb4 are charged to 12V. The drive loss of MOSFET A2 and B2 will increase. Based on this
problem, a stacked bootstrap circuit is employed for mATL converter as shown in Fig.4.16.
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Fig.4.15 Reconfigured Conventional Bootstrap Circuit in mATL
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R Vo

The stacked bootstrap circuit can still employ an auxiliary power supply which is lower
than Vin, such as 5V. In this stacked bootstrap circuit, when SR1 and SR2 are on, Cb3 is
charged to Vaux-VF, where VF is the forward voltage of bootstrap diode. Then, when A2 is
on, Cb3 and Cb1 are connected in parallel through a diode, Cb1 is charged by Cb3. The voltage
of Cb1 is Vaux-2VF. Cb2 and Cb4 work in the way as Cb3 and Cb1. Thus, all of the control
switches have the almost same gate voltage.
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Cb1

Vin

A2

Vaux

Cb2

Vsw3

Vaux

Cb3

Cb4

B2
Io

Cf IL1

Vsw1

C
Vaux

SR2

SR1

Vaux

R Vo

Vsw2 IL2

Fig.4.16 Stacked Bootstrap Circuit in mATL

4.8 Experiment Results
In this section, experiment waveforms are given. Also, the tradeoff between efficiency
and size of inductor is discussed.
4.8.1 Key Waveforms
The mATL converter parameters are listed in Table 4.3. Two off-the-shelf inductors are
used and they are 310nH Coilcraft MLC7542-311ME. The conversion parameter is 12V to
2.5V and output current is 20A. Fig.4.17 proves the operating frequency of inductor is two
times of switching frequency which is predicted in Section 4.4.2. Channel 1 is the driving
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signal of MOSFET A1 which is 300KHz. Channel 4 is the voltage waveform of switch
node 2 (Vsw2) and its frequency is 600 KHz which is two times of the switching frequency
of A1. Likewise, the frequency of Vsw1 is two times of the driving frequency of A2.

A1 Driving Signal

Vsw2

Two Times Extended

A2 Driving Signal
Vsw1

Two Times Extended

CH1: A1 Gate Driving Signal

CH2: Switch Node 1 Voltage

CH3: A2 Gate Driving Signal

CH4: Switch Node 2 Voltage

Fig.4.17 Equivalent Operating Frequency of mATL Converter

Fig.4.18 show the inductor current waveform of each phase. Two observations can be
made from these waveforms. One is the operating frequency of each current is 600KHz
which is two times of the driving frequency of control switches. The other one is that each
phase conducts half of the output current and the current sharing between two phase is very
well.
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iL1 iL2
Inductor DC current is 5A

CH3: Inductor L1 Current

CH4: Inductor L2 Current

Fig.4.18 Inductor Current Waveforms w of mATL Converter

Fig.4.19 shows the output voltage waveform with switch A1 and A2 driving signals. Vo
stabilizes at 2.5V.

Vo = 2.5V

A1 Driving Signal

A2 Driving
Signal
CH1: A1 Gate Driving Signal

CH2: A2 Gate Driving Signal

CH3: Output Voltage
Fig.4.19 Output Voltage Waveform of mATL Converter
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The controller of mATL converter employs the combination of Voltage-Mode Type III
compensator and Phase Shifter. To prove the feasibility of this controller, a 0A-6A-0A
output load step is tested on mATL converter as shown in Fig.4.20. The controller
successfully regulates output voltage under the load step condition. No flying capacitor
voltage drifting happens.

6A
Load Current

0A

AC-Coupled

200ms

60m

76m

350ms

CH1: AC-Coupled Output Voltage

CH3: Load Current

Fig.4.20 Transient Response of mATL Converter (Io=0A to 6A to 0A)

4.8.2 Efficiency and Inductor Size Reduction
When selecting off-the-shelf inductors for mATL converter, the tradeoff between
inductor size and conversion efficiency has to be taken into consideration. After calculating
the losses of mATL in spreadsheets based on the loss model in [33] , two off-the-shelf
inductors are selected as the candidate for mATL. They are listed in Table 4.4. One of the
latest commercial POL converter TI TPS544C20EVM-635 [34] which employs the
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conventional Buck topology is used as comparison. Although the mATL converter
employs one more inductor than the conventional Buck, the total inductor volume in the
mATL is still smaller than Buck’s. Fig.4.21 shows the size comparison among three
inductors. Inductor-1 and indcutor-2 are for mATL converter respectively; the compared
inductor is coming with TPS544C20EVM-635. It is observed that the inductor used in TI
power module is much larger than the inductors used in mATL.
Table 4.4 Inductor Comparison between mATL and TI TPS544C20EVM-635

Manufacturer
Inductance
Inductance
Tolerance
Winding
Resistance
Rated RMS
Current
LxWxH
Inductor
Volume
Number of Used
Inductor(s)
Total Inductor
Volume in
Converter
Volume Ratio

Inductor-1
(in mATL)
Wurth
Electronics
744306030 [26]
330nH

Inductor-2
(in mATL)
Coiltronics
FP0705R1R22-R [27]
220nH

±20%

±10%

±20%

1.75mΩ

0.25mΩ

0.8mΩ

18.5A

43A

36.8A

5.6x5.3x4
(mm)

7x7x4.95 (mm)

11.3x10x6(mm)

118.7mm3

242.6mm3

678mm3

2

2

1

237.4 mm3
(2x118.7mm3)

485.2 mm3
(2x242.6mm3)

678mm3
(1x678mm3)

35%

71.6%

100%
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Compared Inductor (in
TI TPS544C20EVM-635)
Coilcraft XAL1060-401ME
[35]
400nH

Compared Inductor

Compared Inductor
Inductor-2
Inductor-1

Inductor-1

Top View of Inductors

Inductor-2

Side View of Inductors

Fig.4.21 Inductor Size Comparison among Three Inductors

Fig.4.22 shows the efficiency comparison between mATL converter and TI
TPS544C20EVM-635. The efficiency data is acquired under the same test bench setup and
the test condition is 12V to 2.5V. The three circuits have the peak efficiency at 12A. Two
conclusions can be made based on this diagram:
1) The mATL with inductor-2 has higher efficiency than the mATL with inductor1. The peak efficiency difference is about 1%. But the total volume of inductor1 is less than half of inductor-2.
2) The peak efficiency difference between mATL with inductor-2 and TI
TPS544C20EVM-635 is about 2%, but the total inductor volume of mATL is
only 72% of TPS544C20EVM-635. This means 28% inductor volume
reduction is achieved with 2% efficiency sacrificed.
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Efficiency vs. Output Current
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mATL-Inductor 2

65.0%

TI TPS544C20EVM-635

60.0%
0A

5A

10A

15A

20A

Output Current
Fig.4.22 Efficiency Comparison
(mATL with Inductor-1, mATL with Inductor-2, TI TPS544c20EVM-635)

Moreover, compared with TI’s power converter, discrete MOSFETs, gate drivers are
used in mATL converter. This leads to more power loss. If the mATL converter is built in
an integrated package like the TI’s power module, the efficiency of mATL will be
improved.
Fig.4.23 compares the inductor volume ratio and efficiency for the three circuits in
Table 4.4. It is observed that the inductor volume in the mATL converter can be reduced
significantly with dropping a small of amount of efficiency.
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Fig.4.23 Efficiency and Inductor Volume Ratio Comparison

4.9 Conclusion
This chapter presents a novel two-phase POL converter for the application of higher
output current. The new converter can achieve higher power density by utilizing two
smaller inductors compared with the conventional Buck and two-phase Buck converter.
Smaller inductors are achieved by increasing the effective operating frequency applied to
inductors by a factor of 2 and at the same time reducing the voltage applied to the inductor
while maintaining the same switching frequency of control switches. Mathematical
analysis is conducted to illustrate the advantages of mATL converter over the conventional
Buck and two-phase Buck converter in terms of RMS current in control switches, output
current ripple cancellation. A simulation model is built to validate the proposed idea. Also,
a hardware prototype is described in details including the controller and MOSFET drive
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circuits. Experiment results demonstrate the feasibility and advantages of mATL converter.
Also, the trade-off between efficiency and inductor size of mATL is discussed.
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Chapter 5
Automatic Inductor-Current Sharing Mechanism and Extended
Output Voltage Operation of mATL Converter
5.1 Introduction
The proposed modified Asymmetrical Three-Level (mATL) converter as shown in
Fig.5.1 is introduced in Chapter 4. The advantages of mATL over conventional Buck and
two-phase Buck are described. Simulation and experiment results proved the feasibility of
the proposed topology. In this chapter, another significant advantage of mATL, the
automatic inductor-current sharing mechanism is discussed. Moreover, a novel control
scheme of the mATL is explained and the new control scheme is able to extend output
voltage range of mATL. The extended output voltage range makes the mATL converter
able to power devices with higher voltage requirement, like 5V USB ports [36].
In this chapter, Section 5.2 gives a mathematical analysis on this current sharing
mechanism; Section 5.3 gives the simulation results that demonstrate the automatic
inductor-current sharing. Besides, a new control scheme is proposed to achieve even
current sharing in discontinuous conduction mode (DCM); Section 5.4 gives experiment
results of the automatic inductor-current sharing mechanism in different operating
conditions; Section 5.5 explains the proposed Input Voltage Boost Control (IVBC)
operation which is able to extend the output voltage range of mATL converter. Also,
Simulation and experiment results are given to prove the feasibility of IVBC; Section 5.6
makes a conclusion on this chapter.
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Fig.5.1 Modified Asymmetrical Three-Level Converter

5.2 Theoretical Analysis of the Automatic Inductor-Current Sharing Mechanism
In this section, mathematical analysis is given to explain this mechanism. Also, the
voltage equation of flying capacitor is derived.
5.2.1 Automatic Inductor-Current Sharing Mechanism
Fig.5.2 shows three simplified circuits from the operation of mATL converter in Fig.4.4.
These three circuits represent three different operating states of the flying capacitor Cf in
one switching period.
I.

Cf Discharging: During this stage, the positive terminal of Cf is connected with
inductor L1. The inductor current iL1 discharges Cf.

II.

Cf Charging: During this stage, the negative terminal of Cf is connected to
inductor L2. The inductor current iL2 charges Cf.

III.

Cf Floating: At the stage, Cf is isolated from any voltage/current source, so no
current flows through Cf.
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Vin
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iL2

I. Cf Discharging

L2
II. Cf Charging

RL2
III. Cf Floating

Fig.5.2 Three Operating States of Flying Capacitor in mATL Converter

During the steady-state of mATL converter, the voltage of Cf is fixed. Thus, the
capacitor charge balance equation and small-ripple approximation can be implemented on
Cf , so (5.1) can be derived, where IL1 and IL2 are dc value of iL1 and iL2; Dcharge and Ddischarge
represent the duty cycle of charging and discharging Cf.

ic  Dch arg e  Ts  I L1  Ddisch arg e  Ts  I L 2  0

(5.1)

(5.1) is simplified to (5.2).

Dch arg e  I L1  Ddisch arg e  I L 2

(5.2)

According equation (5.2), Dcharge and Ddischarge are the only factor that deciding the
relation between IL1 and IL2. Moreover, in the mATL converter Dcharge=Ddischarge=2DmATL.
This leads to the fact that IL1 is always equal to IL2. This is a significant advantage over
two-phase Buck since the inductor current equation of two-phase Buck converter involves
the inductor DC resistance (DCR) [17]. That is why two-phase Buck converter needs extra
efforts to balance inductor current.
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5.2.2 Flying Capacitor Voltage
Use of the principle of inductor volt-second balance in (4.2) [19] on inductor L1 and L2
derives equation (5.3), where RP1 and Rp2 are the equivalent resistance of each phase.


 vL1  Ddisch arg e (Vc  I L1  RP1  Vo )  (1  Ddisch arg e )( I L1  RP1  Vo )  0


 vL 2  Dch arg e (Vin  Vc  I L 2  RP 2  Vo )  (1  Dch arg e )( I L 2  Vo )  0

(5.3)

Subtract the first equation from the second one in (5.3) results in (5.4).

Vc 

I L1  RP1  I L 2  RP 2  Dch arg e  Vin
Dch arg e  Ddisch arg e

(5.4)

As the proof in Section 5.3.2, the condition of Dcharge=Ddischarge=2DmATL must be satisfied
to achieve even current sharing, i.e. IL1=IL2=0.5Io. So equation (5.4) can be simplified to
(5.5).

1
I  ( RP1  RP 2 )
Vc  Vin  o
2
8DmATL

(5.5)

Equation (5.5) shows that the flying capacitor voltage Vc is composed of half of Vin and
a shifted voltage which is decided by (RP1-RP2). This is the DCR difference between L1 and
L2. In the ideal condition, RP1=RP2, so Vc should be centered at half of Vin. In the real
condition, a small amount of voltage shifting will be observed.
5.3 Automatic Inductor-Current Sharing Illustration
In two-phase Buck converter, inductor current of each phase is not distributed evenly
due to inductor manufacture tolerance and parasitic components on PCB. Uneven load
current sharing will cause unevenly thermal dissipation and efficiency drop of converter.
Thus, current sensing circuits and current sharing controllers should be employed to ensure
even load current sharing. The extra circuits and controllers increase the cost of converters
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and also complicate the control of converters. The mATL converter has inherent automatic
inductor-current sharing mechanism. No extra current sensing circuits and controllers are
needed in the converter. To demonstrate the current sharing between iL1 and iL2 in Fig.4.2,
different cases are simulated in following sections. Table 5.1 gives the system parameters
of the simulated circuit.
Table 5.1 mATL Simulation Parameters for Current Sharing

Switching Frequency

300KHz

Input Voltage

12V

Output Voltage

2.5V

Output Current

10A

Inductor

2 x 310nH

Inductor DCR

1mΩ

5.3.1 Simulation Waveforms of Automatic Inductor-Current Sharing
Three different cases that affecting inductor-current sharing will be examined. They are
inductor DCR variance, inductance variance and different conduction modes.
1. Inductor DCR Variance
The manufacture variation of inductor DCR can go up to 20%. A simulation model is
built by employing the following inductors: L1 is 310nH+1mΩ; L2 is 310nH+1.2mΩ.
Fig.5.3 illustrates the inductor current waveforms iL1 and iL2. It is shown iL1 and iL2 have
the same dc current and also the same magnitude of inductor current ripple. To demonstrate
the inductor-current sharing ability, another simulation model is built by employing the
following inductors: L1 is 310nH+1mΩ; L2 is 310nH+10mΩ. The DCR ratio between two
inductors is 10. The simulation results in Fig.5.4 shows that inductor current iL1 and iL2 still
have the same dc current and also the same magnitude of inductor current ripple.
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iL1 iL2

Same
DC Current Same Currnet Ripple

Fig.5.3 Inductor Current Waveforms in Different Inductor DCR (1mΩ and 1.2mΩ)

iL1

iL2

Same
DC Current

Same Currnet Ripple

Fig.5.4 Inductor Current Waveforms in Different Inductor DCR (1mΩ and 10mΩ)
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2. Inductance Variance
The manufacture variation of inductance can go up to 20%. A simulation is built by
employing following inductors: L1 is 372nH+1mΩ; L2 is 310nH+1mΩ. From Fig.5.5, it is
observed that the iL1 and iL2 have different inductor current ripple but they evenly share the
output dc current.

iL2 i
L1

Same
DC Current

Fig.5.5 Inductor Current Waveforms in Different Inductance (372nH and 310nH)

3. Different Conduction Modes
Fig.5.6 displays the inductor current waveforms in continuous conduction mode (CCM).
L1 and L2 have the same parameter. It is observed that the inductor current is perfectly
distributed between each phase and each inductor carries 5A which is half of output current.
Besides, the magnitude of inductor current ripple in each phase is same.
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iL2

iL1

Same
DC Current

Fig.5.6 Inductor Current Waveforms in CCM

When the load current is reduced below the critical current level (e.g. Io=2A), mATL
converter is operating in discontinuous conduction mode (DCM). The DCM waveforms
are displayed in Fig.5.7. It is observed that iL1 only conducts in one direction, but iL2 is able
to conduct in both directions. The reason is that after iL2 falls to zero, it can continue to flow
in the reversed direction and this current will flow to the negative terminal of flying
capacitor. But iL1 is not able to continue to flow in the reversed direction. Therefore, the dc
current and current ripple of each inductor are not same.
The RMS current calculation is performed by the “rms” function in PSIM and these
values are displayed in Fig.5.7. The RMS current of iL1 is 1.7A; the RMS current of iL2 is
3.1A. There is an evident difference between the RMS current of iL1 and iL2. The automatic
current sharing mechanism weakens in DCM operation and this is getting worse by taking
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the consideration of component parameter variance. This problem can be solved by using
a new control method mentioned below.

iL2
iL1

iL1 is different from iL2

Fig.5.7 Inductor Current Waveforms in DCM

5.3.2 Negative Circulating Control (NCC) Scheme
The Negative Circulating Control (NCC) is proposed in this section. For normal DCM
operation, the synchronized rectifier (SR) is turned off when inductor current goes to zero.
But for mATL converter, this operation weakens the automatic inductor-current sharing
mechanism as shown in Section 5.3.1. In order to improve the performance of automatic
inductor-current sharing of mATL in DCM, two SRs should keep on when inductor current
going through zero and then keep the inductor current decreasing to negative for the rest
of freewheeling time. This control scheme is called Negative Circulating Control Scheme
in this thesis. To achieve NCC, the driving signals of SR1 and SR2 can still adopt the
complementary signals of A2, B2 and A1, B1 as shown in Fig.4.3. In this way, not only
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the performance of automatic inductor-current sharing function remains as it does in CCM,
but also no additional modification on the circuit and controller. As a comparison with
Fig.5.7, the current waveforms that employ NCC is shown in Fig.5.8. It is shown that iL1
and iL2 have the same current shape. The RMS current of each phase is same (the small
difference is from finite step resolution in PSIM).

iL1 iL2

Fig.5.8 Inductor Current Waveforms with NCC in DCM

5.4 Experiment Results of Automatic Inductor-Current Sharing
The automatic inductor-current sharing mechanism is tested on a hardware prototype.
The prototype parameters are listed in Table 5.2. Aside from inductor manufacture
tolerance, the real circuit has more complicated variance on each phase, such as variance
of MOSFET parameters and PCB parasitic components.
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Table 5.2 Prototype Parameters of Inductor-Current Sharing for mATL Converter

Switching Frequency

300KHz

Input Voltage

12V

Output Voltage

2.5V

Maximum Output
Current
Inductors
(for two designs)
Flying Capacitor

2 x 330nH ±20% Wurth Electronics 744306033 [26]
2 x 220nH ±10% Coiltronics FP0705R1-R22-R [27]
60µF (20µFx3)

Output Capacitance

1340µF (470 µFx2 + 100µFx4)

Control MOSFET

Texas Instruments CSD16409Q3 [28]

SR MOSFET
High-Side Gate
Driver
Low-Side Gate
Driver

Texas Instruments CSD16321Q5 [29]

20A

Linear Technology LTC4440-5 [23]
Texas Instruments UCC27511 [30]

5.4.1 Inductor DCR Variance
In following test cases, two 330nH Wurth Electronics 744306033 [26] inductors are
used. The inductor DCR is 1.75mΩ±10%. A 10mΩ±1% power resistor is connected in
series with L1. Thus, the DCR of L1 is 11.75mΩ and the DCR of L2 is 1.75mΩ. The DCR
ratio between two inductors is almost 6.
Fig.5.9 and Fig.5.10 show the waveforms of iL1 and iL2 when Io is 2A and 4A. In these
two cases, mATL operates with NCC in DCM. The inductor current of each phase has the
same dc value and the same magnitude of inductor current ripple. Even inductor-current
sharing is achieved.
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CH3: Inductor L1 Current

CH4: Inductor L2 Current

Fig.5.9 Inductor Current Waveforms (Io = 2A)

CH3: Inductor L1 Current

CH4: Inductor L2 Current

Fig.5.10 Inductor Current Waveforms (Io = 4A)

Fig.5.11 to Fig.5.14 demonstrates the inductor current sharing when Io is 5A, 10A, 15A
and 20A. In these cases, mATL operates in the CCM. As shown in waveforms, the inductor
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current of each phase has the same dc value and the same magnitude of inductor current
ripple.

CH3: Inductor L1 Current

CH4: Inductor L2 Current

Fig.5.11 Inductor Current Waveforms (Io = 5A)

CH3: Inductor L1 Current

CH4: Inductor L2 Current

Fig.5.12 Inductor Current Waveforms (Io = 10A)
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CH3: Inductor L1 Current

CH4: Inductor L2 Current

Fig.5.13 Inductor Current Waveforms (Io = 15A)

CH3: Inductor L1 Current

CH4: Inductor L2 Current

Fig.5.14 Inductor Current Waveforms (Io = 20A)
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5.4.2 Inductance Variance
In following test cases, two inductors with different inductance values are used. L1
employs a 220nH±10% Coiltronics FP070521-R22 [27] inductor; L2 employs a
330nH±20% Wurth Electronics 744306033 [26] inductor.
Fig.5.15 to Fig.5.17 show the waveforms of iL1 and iL2 when Io is 2A, 4A and 5A. In
these three cases, mATL operates with NCC in DCM. The inductor current of each phase
has the same dc value, so even inductor-current sharing is achieved. The different
magnitudes of inductor current ripple are caused by different inductance values.

CH3: Inductor L1 Current

CH4: Inductor L2 Current

Fig.5.15 Inductor Current Waveforms (Io = 2A)
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CH3: Inductor L1 Current

CH4: Inductor L2 Current

Fig.5.16 Inductor Current Waveforms (Io = 4A)

CH3: Inductor L1 Current

CH4: Inductor L2 Current

Fig.5.17 Inductor Current Waveforms (Io = 5A)

Fig.5.18 to Fig.5.20 demonstrate the inductor current sharing when Io is 10A, 15A and
20A. In these cases, mATL operates in the CCM. As shown in waveforms, the inductor
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current of each phase has the same dc value. The different magnitudes of inductor current
ripple are caused by different inductance values.

CH3: Inductor L1 Current

CH4: Inductor L2 Current

Fig.5.18 Inductor Current Waveforms (Io = 10A)

CH3: Inductor L1 Current

CH4: Inductor L2 Current

Fig.5.19 Inductor Current Waveforms (Io = 15A)
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CH3: Inductor L1 Current

CH4: Inductor L2 Current

Fig.5.20 Inductor Current Waveforms (Io = 20A)

5.5 Extended Output Voltage Range
In the POL application, most of loads require very low output voltage ranging from
1.1V to 2.5V [37]. But higher output voltages are still required by USB ports [36] and
dynamic voltage scaling [38]. Fig.4.4 demonstrates the circuit operation of mATL
converter. But in this normal operation, the voltage gain (Vo/Vin) is small because of the
duty cycle limitation. The maximum duty cycle of mATL converter is 0.25. Accordingly,
the maximum output voltage can only reach 3V for 12V input. This problem almost exists
in all kinds of three level DC-DC converters. Obviously, 3V cannot satisfy the voltage
requirement of USB ports which require 5V. To address this issue, a new control scheme,
Input Voltage Boost Control is proposed for mATL converter. This control scheme can
help any three level DC-DC converters to extend output voltage level as well.
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5.5.1 Input Voltage Boost Control (IVBC) Operation
In order to extend output voltage level, a higher input voltage to inductor L1 should be
adopted by the mATL. This operation is shown in Fig.5.21. In the operation waveforms,
each control switch has 90°phase difference (i.e. A1 starts at 0°, A2 starts at 90°, B1 starts
at 180°, B2 starts at 270°). The driving signals of control switches are prolonged to generate
an overlap with the next shifted driving signal (i.e. A1 overlaps with A2, A2 overlaps with
B1 and so on). The overlap regions are S1, S3, S5 and S7 in Fig.5.21 and they are
highlighted in green. These regions are called boost states since the current of inductor L1
is boosted during that time. In boost states, two series-connected control switches are on at
the same time. The input voltage to inductor L1, Vsw1 is Vin instead of VCf for a short time.
This operation is able to extend the output voltage level of mATL. Besides, this operation
does not affect charge balance of the flying capacitor.
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S1

S3
S2

S7

S5
S4

S8

S6

vgs_A1
vgs_A2
vgs_SR1
vgs_SR2
vgs_B1
vgs_B2

Vin

Vin

vsw1

Vin

Vcf

Vin-Vcf

Vin-Vcf

vsw2

t0 t1

Vcf

t4t5

t2t3

t6 t7

Ts

Fig.5.21 IVBC Operation Waveforms of mATL Converter

5.5.2 Operating States
The IVBC operation includes eight states in one switching period as shown in Fig.5.22.
Each state is explained in the following:
State 1 (t0-t1): Control switch A1 and B2 are on, the supplied voltage to inductor L2 is
Vsw2 (Vin - Vc) which is around half of the input voltage Vin. Meanwhile, the supplied voltage
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to inductor L1 is Vin. Both L1 and L2 are charged. The flying capacitor Cf is charged by the
voltage source and the charging current is iL2.
State 2 (t1-t2): The control switch A1 and SR switch SR1 are on, the supplied voltage
to inductor L2 is Vsw2 (Vin - Vc) which is about half of the input voltage Vin. The positive
terminal of inductor L1 is grounded through SR1. L2 is charged and L1 freewheels. The
flying capacitor Cf is charged by the voltage source and the charging current is iL2.
State 3 (t2-t3): Control switches A1 and A2 are on, the supplied voltage to inductor L2
is Vsw2 (Vin - Vc) which is around half of the input voltage Vin. Meanwhile, the supplied
voltage to inductor L1 is Vin. Both L1 and L2 are charged. The flying capacitor Cf is charged
by the voltage source and the charging current is iL2.
State 4 (t3-t4): The control switch A2 and SR switch SR2 are on, the supplied voltage
to inductor L1 is Vc which is around half of the input voltage Vin. The positive terminal of
inductor L2 is grounded through SR2. L1 is charged and L2 freewheels. The flying capacitor
Cf is discharged by the voltage source and the discharging current is iL1.
State 5 (t4-t5): Control switches A2 and B1 are on, the supplied voltage to inductor L2
is Vsw2 (Vin - Vc) which is around half of the input voltage Vin. The supplied voltage to
inductor L1 is Vin. Both L1 and L2 are charged. The flying capacitor Cf is charged by the
voltage source and the charging current is iL2.
State 6 (t5-t6): The control switch B1 and SR switch SR1 are on, the supplied voltage
to inductor L2 is Vsw2 (Vin - Vc) which is around half of the input voltage Vin. The positive
terminal of inductor L1 is grounded through SR1. L2 is charged and L1 freewheels. The
flying capacitor Cf is charged by the voltage source and the charging current is iL2.
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State 7 (t6-t7): Control switches B1 and B2 are on, the supplied voltage to inductor L2
is Vsw2 (Vin - Vc) which is around half of the input voltage Vin. Meanwhile, the supplied
voltage to inductor L1 is Vin. Both L1 and L2 are charged. The flying capacitor Cf is charged
by the voltage source and the charging current is iL2.
State 8 (t7-Ts): The control switch B2 and SR switch SR2 are on, the supplied voltage
to inductor L1 is Vc which is around half of the input voltage Vin. The positive terminal of
inductor L2 is grounded through SR2. L1 is charged and L2 freewheels. The flying capacitor
Cf is discharged by the voltage source and the discharging current is iL1.
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(d) State 4 (t3-t4)
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(f) State 6 (t5-t6)
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Fig.5.22 Eight Equivalent Circuits of IVBC Operation
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C

R Vo

5.5.3 New Duty Cycle for IVBC.
As analyzed in Section 4.4.1, the duty cycle of mATL converter is (5.6) during normal
operation and DmATL should not be greater than 0.25.

DmATL 

Vo
Vin

(5.6)

In IVBC operation, the duty cycle will be different from the normal operation. The new
duty cycle of IVBC is derived in following. Referring to Fig.5.22:
During State 4 and State 8, the inductor voltage of L1, VL1 is Vc-Vo. The total duty cycle
of State 4 and State 8 is 0.5-2Dbt in the operation of IVBC. Dbt is the duty cycle of one
boost state.
During boost states 1, 3, 5 and 7, VL1 is Vin-Vo. The total duty cycle of these boost states
is 4Dbt.
During freewheeling states 2 and 6, VL1 is –Vo. The total duty cycle of these states is 0.52Dbt.
Next, use of the principle of inductor volt-second balance in (4.2) [19] on inductor L1
derives equation (5.7).

vL1  (0.5  2  Dbt )  (Vc  Vo )  4  Dbt  (Vin  Vo ) 

(5.7)

(1  0.5  2  Dbt  4  Dbt )  (Vo )  0
By Simplifying equation (5.7), Dbt is obtained in (5.8).

Dbt 

2Vo  Vc
8Vi  4Vc
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(5.8)

The duty cycle of mATL is defined in (4.1). Referring to Fig.5.21, the new duty cycle
of mATL in extended output voltage mode is 0.25+Dbt. Therefore, the duty cycle of mATL
can be expressed in (5.9).

DmATL

V
1
 Vo
when 0  o 
V
Vin 4
 in

Vo 1
 2Vo  Vc  0.25 when


8
V

4
V
V
4
c
in
 i

(5.9)

When Vo/Vin is less than or equal to 0.25, mATL works in the normal operation. If Vo/Vin
is greater than 0.25, IVBC should be triggered to output higher voltage. Fig.5.23 gives the
duty cycle of frequently-used output voltages in 12V input application. For example, when
Vo is 3.3V, the duty cycle is 0.265; when Vo is 5V, the duty cycle is 0.323.

Duty Cycle vs. Output Voltage
0.350

0.323

0.300
0.250

Duty Cycle
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0.265
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0.200
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0.150
0.125
0.100
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0.050

0.050
0.000
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0.5V

1.0V

1.5V

2.0V

2.5V
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3.5V

4.0V

4.5V

5.0V

Output Voltage

Fig.5.23 Duty Cycle of mATL Converter in Different Output Voltages
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5.5.4 Inductor Current Ripple in IVBC
For the operation of IVBC, the inductor current of L1 will rise faster at boost states since
the input voltage to L1 is Vin instead of Vc. The inductor current ripple of L1, ∆iL1 can be
calculated in (5.10), where tL1 is the charging time of inductor current iL1.
iL1 

VL1
V  Vo
V  Vo
tL1  c
 (0.25  Dbt )  Ts  in
 2 Dbt  Ts
L1
L1
L1

(5.10)

(5.10) can be simplified and ∆iL1 can get from (5.11).
iL1 

Ts
 0.25 Vc  Vo   Dbt  2Vin  Vo  Vc  
L1

(5.11)

Similarly, the inductor current ripple of L2, ∆iL2 can be derived in (5.12), where tL2 is the
charging time of inductor current iL2. The inductor current of L2 rises in a constant slope
during charging since the input voltage to L2 does not change at boost state.

iL 2 

VL 2
V  Vc  Vo
t L 2  in
 DmATL  Ts
L2
L2

(5.12)

5.5.5 Simulation Results
To prove the functionality of IVBC, a PSIM simulation is conducted. Fig.5.24 shows
simulation waveforms and the boost states are observed (i.e. overlapped on-time region).
Also, in the boost states the current waveform of inductor L1 has larger slope since the input
voltage to L1 is 12V at that time. The output voltage is successfully extended to 3.3V.
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Boost States

Boosted Current

Fig.5.24 IVBC Simulation Waveforms (Vo=3.3V)

5.5.6 Hardware Implementation and Experiment Results
The hardware setup is the same as the normal operation of mATL in Chapter 4. Since
the PWM signal A2, B1 and B2 start with fixed phase shift (90°, 180°,270°), the prolonged
duty cycle is added at the end of on-time of each PWM signal. This operation is
implemented automatically by the type III compensator in Section 4.7. The prolonged duty
cycle overlaps with the beginning of the next PWM signal to generate a boost state as
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demonstrated in Fig.5.22. Moreover, the driving signal of SR1 and SR2 are complementary
of A2, B2 and A1, B1. So no voltage source or flying capacitor shoot-through happens.
Fig.5.25 shows waveforms with IVBC. The boost state is shown between Vgs_A1 and Vgs_A2.
iL1 is boosted at that time. The output voltage is achieved 3.3V. In this case, the duty cycle
DmATL is 0.27. Fig.5.26 illustrates IVBC waveforms when output voltage is 5V and DmATL
is 0.33. This is a litter larger than the theoretical value due to power losses.

Vo=3.3V

Vgs_A2

Vgs_A1
iL2 iL1

Vgs_A1
Vgs_A2
Boost State

Inductor Current Waveforms

Output Voltage

Fig.5.25 IVBC Waveforms (Vo = 3.3V)

Vgs_A2
Vgs_A1

iL1

iL2

Boost State

Fig.5.26 IVBC Waveforms (Vo = 5V)
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5.6 Conclusion
This chapter presents two major features of mATL converter, automatic inductorcurrent sharing mechanism and extended output voltage range of mATL converter. The
flying capacitor in mATL makes it to have the ability to share current between phases
evenly. A theoretical analysis is given to explain the reason of the inherent automatic
inductor-current sharing mechanism in mATL converter. Three different conditions that
affecting current sharing are tested on mATL converter. Besides, a novel control scheme,
NCC, is proposed to achieve better current sharing performance in DCM operation.
Also, A new control scheme, IVBC is proposed to extend output voltage range of
mATL converter. A mathematical analysis is given for the new duty cycle and inductor
current ripple of mATL for the operation of IVBC. This control scheme can be
implemented without any additional modification on the mATL controller used in Chapter
4. Simulation and experiment results are given to demonstrate the effect of IVBC.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
The volume of point-of-load (POL) converters is getting very important in modern
electronics device and shrinking the size of inductor is the biggest barrier of increasing
power density of POL converters. In order to improve power density of POL converters,
in this thesis two novel topologies are proposed to replace the conventional Buck and twophase Buck converters. The proposed topologies can achieve higher power density by
utilizing a much smaller inductor(s) in the POL application. A smaller inductor is achieved
by increasing operating frequency applied to inductor(s) and decreasing input voltage to
inductor(s).
6.1.1 Asymmetrical Three-Level (ATL) Converter
The first contribution of this thesis is the proposed ATL converter. ATL is a non-isolated
step-down converter for the application of POL voltage regulation. The new converter has
improved power density than the conventional Buck converter. The core volume in ATL
can be reduced to 14% of Buck’s for 12V to 5V conversion. The improved power density
is achieved by the following: 1) Increasing effective operating frequency applied to
inductor by a factor of 4 while maintaining the same switching frequency of control
switches; 2) Reducing input voltage applied to the inductor by half. In addition, the
interleaved switches in ATL reduced RMS current in control switches.
Mathematical analysis is conducted to illustrate the advantages of ATL over the
conventional Buck converter. A simulation model is built to validate the feasibility of the
proposed idea. Also, a 12V to 1V/1A hardware prototype demonstrates that the proposed
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topology can use an inductor that is 77% less inductance than a conventional Buck
converter (i.e. only 23% of Buck’s inductance is used in the prototype). Therefore, the
proposed ATL is a better solution for the POL application.
6.1.2 Modified Asymmetrical Three-Level (mATL) Converter
The second contribution of this thesis is the proposed mATL converter. It is a two-phase
POL converter for the application of higher output current. The new converter can achieve
higher power density by utilizing two much smaller inductors compared with the
conventional Buck and two-phase Buck converter. Smaller inductors are achieved by the
following: 1) Increasing effective operating frequency applied to inductor by a factor of 2
while maintaining the same switching frequency of control switches; 2) Reducing the
voltage applied to inductor by a factor of 2. Aside from improved power density, the mATL
converter also has inherent automatic inductor-current sharing mechanism.
Mathematical analysis is conducted to illustrate the advantages of mATL converter over
the conventional Buck and two-phase Buck converter in terms of reduced core size,
reduced RMS current in control switches and more output current ripple cancellation. A
simulation model is built to validate the proposed idea. Also, a 12V to 2.5V/20A hardware
prototype is built and demonstrated that the feasibility of proposed topology. In this
prototype, the core volume of mATL converter is only 35% of Buck’s with minor peak
efficiency drop.
6.1.3 Automatic Inductor-Current Sharing Mechanism
The third contribution of this thesis is the study of the mechanism of automatic inductorcurrent sharing of mATL converter and the new control scheme of improving current
sharing during discontinuous conduction mode (DCM). The mATL converter has inherent
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automatic inductor-current sharing mechanism due to the negative feedback of flying
capacitor on inductor current. This mechanism is proved and further analyzed in
mathematics. Three different cases including 1) inductor DCR variance; 2) inductance
variance; 3) different conduction modes are examined on the impact of current sharing.
Besides, Negative Circulating Control (NCC) scheme is proposed to address the issue that
mATL has weakened automatic current sharing ability during DCM. The effect of NCC is
demonstrated on the mATL prototype.
6.1.4 Extend Output Voltage Range of mATL Converter
The fourth contribution of this thesis is the proposed Input Voltage Boost Control
(IVBC) which can extend output voltage range of mATL for the loads which require higher
output voltage, like 5V USB ports. The operating states of IVBC are explained and the
formula derivation of the duration of boost states is given. IVBC is implemented on a
hardware prototype in which the normal maximum output voltage should be 3V for 12V
input application, but the output voltage of IVBC is successfully extended to 3.3V and 5V.
Also, IVBC is a general control scheme for any three level DC-DC converter.
6.2 Future Work
Highly Integrated converters are becoming a trend in developing POL converter. There
are still some topologies based on the mixture of switched-capacitor (SC) and switchedinductor (SI) converter could be proposed for the POL application. SC converters have
very high power density and SI converters have flexibility on controlling the voltage gain.
By combining the merits of both converters, new converters could be more compact to fit
the needs of POL application.
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For the proposed ATL and mATL converters in this thesis, they are built with discrete
MOSFETs and drive circuits. An integrated IC could be designed to include all of the
MOSFETs and drive circuits since ATL and mATL converters employ more switches than
the Buck and two-phase Buck converters. The method of integration can further reduce the
impact from parasitic components and it will improve the performance and efficiency of
ATL and mATL converters.
In chapter 6, IVBC is proposed to achieve wide output voltage range. But the automatic
inductor-current sharing ability weakens due to this operation as shown in Fig.5.26. The
inductor current iL1 is boosted for a short time, but iL2 is not. Therefore, inductor L1 has
more current flowing through it. This leads the voltage of Cf deviate from half of Vin for a
significant amount of voltages. This problem could be solved by adding a duty cycle offset
for inductor L2. Thus, L2 will be charged for longer time to increase iL2. The amount of duty
cycle offset could be calculated according to the duration of boost states in equation (5.8).
For the mATL converter, there are eight operating states in total as shown in Section
5.5.2. When a load transient happens, mATL could be at any state. If a heavy load transient
happens when Cf is charging L1, Cf will be discharged more than normal operation. This
unbalanced charge on Cf will force most of the load current flow through one inductor.
Therefore, the current operating state should be considered as a parameter for the future
improvement on mATL controller.
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